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A school with the best practices, learning and

evolving, whilst retaining Indian ethics, customs and

traditions 

MISSION 
To send out to the world , children who are

confident and capable of realising their potential as

they grow,learn and evlve into worthy citizens

MOTTO
Saha Viryam Kara Vavahai

Let the teacher and student together perform great

acts of strength 

WE VALUE
Truthfulness, confidence and perseverance

VISION



We fully envisage this and are
fully engaged in empowering the
children to develop the right
attitudes for life to bravely foresee
challenges and to conquer them.
For greater academic excellence
and empowerment of each child,
we believe in an appropriate and
accepted teacher-to-child ratio
which ensures personal attention
and support to each student in the
institute. With our alumni getting
enrolled in reputed top-rated
institutes, we have further
strengthened our credibility in
academic excellence.

During the year gone by, viz 2021
- 22, our institute successfully
fulfilled all the academic
commitments via process-oriented
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I became the  Principal of this
esteemed institution in the
academic year 2020-21 after our
founder principal Mrs.Maheshwari
Natarajan retired from active
service. She had taken the school to
great heights and had set a
benchmark. Sustaining that height
is a challenge.

We believe in empowering our
children in such a manner that they
act as representatives of a
meaningful and value-based
society! Our pedagogy which is
holistic and comprehensive
complements this. We have a team
of fabulous faculty members who
display boundless energy and
intense commitment which keeps
the ethos of our school shining
brightly.

Our curriculum is taught by
inspiring teaching staff who work
hard individually and collectively to
ensure that pupils fully achieve
their potential whilst they are with
us. Shaping the future of our
country is a very responsible and
challenging task.

FROM THE PRINCIPAL'S DESK



 

board-recommended assessments,
field trips based on curricular
relevance, inter and intra school
level competitions and club
activities which are based on life
skill development objectives.
Along with these activities, future
competitive exam model based
tests like ASSET and Olympiads
were also conducted as per
schedule with an all in all
participation from our
enthusiastic students.

With the pandemic of Covid 19
knocking at our doors, this year
has begun with lot of unforeseen
and unprecedented challenges to
each one of us. As I strongly
believe each challenge brings in
an experience and a learning
opportunity with it, this pandemic
too has brought in a sea of
changes in our education field
which need to be adopted by all
the entities, students, teachers,
and parents as well.

Virtual learning and assessment is
the need of the hour, and we as
an institute are rapidly trying to
adopt and formulate a well-
balanced and constantly
improvised process for the same.
We are committed to bringing in
a fine-tuned virtual learning
experience that emulates all the
aspects of physical classroom-
based teaching.

With the blessings of the
Almighty and wholehearted
support of the pillars of our
institute who are my colleagues,
students, and parents, I am
feeling confident of overcoming
all the unforeseen challenges in the
days to come. Let us all work 
towards ensuring the achievement 
of all the targets of the current 
academic year. Looking forward 
to all your support.

Regards,
Sankari Ravi
Principal and Member Secretary
Vidya Mandir @ Estancia
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This ebullience has eventually led to the emergence of our beautiful e-
magazine of 2021-22. This time too, there are changes galore to
engross the readers, with the most striking change being the 'Parents'
Corner'. You must be wondering why only one change has been
mentioned Well, the others are lurking in the corners of the magazine,
waiting to be caught, so read through the magazine and relish these
infinitesimal details. 

I hereby extend my sincere gratitude to our teachers, the editorial team
and all those who have contributed for making it possible to publish
this magazine. 

HAPPY READING!!

Jayadeep B,11 B
The Editor
 

Greetings, readers! The thirteenth edition of
Vidya Pratidhwani is finally here!
 
Our Vidya Pratidhwani is a manifestation of
the thoughts of all the people at VME, and it is
a source of great bliss to present the same to
you. 

The impact of the pandemic is still intact, but
the conditions around us have got better and
are now conducive to a lot more optimism and
jubilation. The enthusiasm of the students,
parents and teachers hasn't dwindled despite
the various crises in the contemporary world. 

                                                                                                            

A WORD FROM THE EDITOR
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1/HIGH SCHOOL REPORT 

The academic year 2021-22 has
been a challenge of a different kind.
The year can be called a semi-
pandemic year. The year started
during the peak of pandemic,
continuing online classes; as it
progressed, permission to reopen
schools for senior classes was
granted. With the onset of the
second wave, classes were again
shifted to the online mode. Finally, in
February, permission to run full
school in the physical mode was
granted. This felt like a whiff of cool
breeze. However, physical schooling
after almost two years of online
schooling brought challenges of its 
 kind. Despite shifting between
online and offline modes, academic
and cultural activities took place on
schedule. Based on the mode of
schooling, test and exams were
conducted either through
ZohoClasses or physically at school. 

The year began with a middle-school
integrated project. This project was
done by students of Classes 6, 7 and
8. The project was done as pilot
project for Orient BlackSwann. This
project allowed students to explore
their creative and technical skills.
Students were able work in groups
even in the online mode. 

Online version of Sanskriti, the
intra-school cultural competition,
was conducted for the first time.
Along with the valedictory
function of Sanskriti, Prize day to
honour the school and subject
toppers for the Academic year
2020-21 was conducted. This was
followed by Vidhyuva, the inter-
school culturals. Seventeen
schools in and around Chennai
participated in the event. Both
Sanskriti and Vidhyuva were
organised on the theme "75 years
to Independence". 

Activities suggested for “Azadi
ka Amrit Mahotsav” and “Ek
Bharat Shrestha Bharat” by CBSE
were conducted with full
enthusiasm. These activities
enabled students to understand
the history and the rich heritage
of our country in an interesting
way. For the “Ek Bharat Shrestha
Bharat” activities, Jammu,
Kashmir and Ladakh was given
as the pair state. Annual day and
Project Day were conducted
based on “Ek Bharat Shrestha
Bharat”. 

HIGH SCHOOL REPORT
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Apart from cultural activities,
students participated in SOF
Olympiads, TERI Green Olympiad
and ASSET exams. Online versions
of Model United Nations were
conducted by several organisations.
Our students participated and won
prizes in many of them, keeping the
spirits high.

In collaboration with the local
Government health centre,
Vaccination drive was conducted for
students. Both doses of the Covid-19
vaccine were administered for all
students who are 15 years and
above. 

Every year brings a new set of
challenges along with a new set of
students. Facing the challenges and
emerging successful gives fulfilment
for both teachers and students. With
these thoughts, let us look forward
to a fun-filled normal schooling. 

Dr. Meenakshi Janakiraman
Vice-Principal High School 

HIGH SCHOOL REPORT 
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3/PRIMARY REPORT

The Academic Year 2021-22 was
yet another challenging year as
the online classes continued. But
this year both the teachers and
students had become familiar
with the use of technology. All
assessments and assignments
continued online with the user-
friendly Zoho App.

This Pandemic could not stop the
functioning of the staff and
students as well. Though virtually,
all the school events took place as
usual. The 75th year of
Independence Day was celebrated
with speech and dance
performances of the students.
Recitation competition, Project
Day and School Annual Day were
conducted. Parents' support for all
the activities is worth a special
mention.

The student council and the
technical team of High School
were a great support to the
teachers and students as well.
Their editing was perfect like that  
of professionals for each
programme, and they need to be
applauded for the same.

Various CBSE activities starting from
June 2021 upto March 2022 were
taken up by the students and
completed successfully. The school
reopened physically on 9th February,
2022, for classes 4 and 5 and continued
with classes 1 to 3 in the next few days.
Students were so excited and happy to
come back to school.

The ASSET Exams were conducted
offline for classes 3 to 5 in English
Math,Science and Social Science on
11.03.2022. The Prizes for the recitation
competition were sponsored by the
PTA members and the prize
distribution was done by them to the
students on 12.03.2022.

The Long Test for classes 4 and 5 was
conducted between 9th March and 16
th March. The school closed on 23rd
March 2022.

PRIMARY REPORT



Kindergarten is the first step in
education for any child. It is the
place where learning begins. This
year, in the midst of pandemic,
UKG children virtually joined the
school on 7th April, 2021. They
began with a special prayer.
Principal gave an introduction
about how things were planned
virtually. KG Incharge elaborated
on the same.

LKG tiny tots stepped into
virtual classrooms on the 14th of
June, 2021. Principal, Mrs.
Sankari Ravi, started with a
special prayer and welcomed
them to the VME family. Parents
were oriented by KG Incharge,
Ms. Vandana Rathore.
 
Physically or virtually, Vidya
Mandir Estancia never
compromises on children's
education. Online journey began
on the ZOHO platform. Teachers
started posting videos of rhymes,
stories and patterns. The
benchmark of VME, Busy Hands
activities, was also posted as
videos with materials available
at home. 

At the outset, the VME team would
like to thank parents for their
wholehearted support for the
education of their ward during the
times of pandemic.

Colour days were celebrated in
LKG between 19.7.21 and 23.7.21
during live sessions. Kids were
asked to wear dresses of a specific
colour and they were asked to
show objects and toys of the same
colour.

Fruits and Vegetables Day was
celebrated on 6.8.21. The students
enthusiastically showed and named
the fruits and vegetables that they
had with them.

Puppet show was conducted
between 31.8.21 and 3.9.21. 

KG REPORT
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Stories allow children to discover
and develop their imagination
and creativity. The teachers
narrated stories using puppets.
Plant a Seed activity was
conducted between 18.10.21 and
22.10.21. It is one of the best fine
motor activities to bring nature
close to a child’s heart.
Virtual KG Day was celebrated on
23.12.21. The KG Day theme was
“75th year of Independence”. KG
children enthusiastically
participated and showcased their
talents. They learnt about the
Tricolour flag, names of National
leaders, national symbols of India,
yoga and names of rivers. They
danced gracefully to Bharat Mata,
Namaste India, Bharatha Vilas and
Vande Mataram. A special thank
goes to the parents for their
dedicated effort to make this event
a grand success.

e-Project Day was celebrated on
13.01.2022. The activities were
carried out between 03.01.22 and
06.01.22 during the live sessions.
It was a treat for the eyes to see
their colourful work during the
live telecast.

Finally, after long and tiring
confinement at home, the
physical classes began for
students on 2.3.22. 

All the teachers were very happy to
see the students' smiling faces in their
classrooms. During the physical
sessions, the stress was given to
provide socializing opportunity to the
kids.
All in all, it was an eventful year for
kindergarten. The students enjoyed
participating in the aforementioned
events. Last but not least, we thank
for all the guidance and love from our
beloved Principal. Her constant
motivation and encouragement had
helped us rise on the ladder of
success, step by step. We also thank
our beloved Vidya Ganapati for
helping us stay safe and secure.

KG REPORT
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LIFE AFTER THE PANDEMIC

When the year 2020 started, we all celebrated with full energy, but we did
not know what this year was going to bring us, However. by November
2019, in the city of Wuhan of China, few people were already combating
COVID-19. It soon started spreading across different countries.

Now, almost every country is dealing with coronavirus in their own ways.
Coronavirus has affected almost every aspect of our lives, whether it is our
economy, education system, dressing style: now it seems masks and gloves
have become an important part of our attire, the way we greet each other,
etc. It seems we are accepting the fact that we will have to live with this
virus and we have to bring our lives back to normalcy.

Once the lockdown was announced in India, it was evident that schools,
offices, traveling and services apart from the emergency services could not
operate. So during this lockdown, we came across the concept of working
from and studying from home as well. The world shifted to video
conferencing for meetings. According to a survey, during this lockdown,
61% of families have opted for online learning because of the uncertainty
in education. 

Online Learning has helped a lot during this lockdown. Teachers have
started teaching from their homes and students have started taking
classes through live online classes. Healthy products will be on the shelf.
Shake hands will be replaced by Namaste. Identity proof will be not
enough for international tours; a document indicating our health status will
be mandatory. You may see autonomous machines such as robots, drones,
etc. at your service. In restaurants and hotels, you will be now be welcomed
with a sanitizer instead of a welcome drink. From a financial and economic
perspective, the market will bounce back. Sustainable start-ups and
businesses will go green, green jobs will be created, people will more likely
prefer safe investments, and long-term view will be respected.
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As history has shown, choices made during crises can shape the world for
decades to come. The pandemic is a once-in-a-century crisis, it has to be
respected and whatever we learn from that should be retained for a long
term.

-T. Anagha Sreshta
 IX “B”



The clues are placed at irregular
intervals throughout the magazine. 

Hunt for the 14 clues, and from those,
guess the person’s name. 

You can send your answers to:

publications@vidyamandirestancia.com 

The first person to mail the correct response
shall win a prize! 

THE MAGAZINE IS THINKING OF A PERSON…
 CAN YOU GUESS IT?

 LET US SEE …..
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SCHOOL EVENTS

e - VIDHYUVA
The theme of e -Vidhyuva 2021 was India @75, and it
revolved around the 5 pillars of ‘Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav’, a
program initiated by our honorable prime minister to
commemorate the 75th anniversary of our Independence.

A total of 19 schools in and around Chennai participated in
the event. Seven different events (like Fancy dress, podcast,
elevator pitch etc) catering to different age groups were
conducted on various topics in which 12 schools had won
prizes. The overall championship was bagged by PSBB Senior
Secondary School, Siruseri.

On 7th August 2021, the virtual prize distribution ceremony
was held, and it was a memorable occasion for VME.

 
                               

/ 10
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Link  to view the  event:  https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mcwUppCSd6zZp1LngdKoGXJVGn3sOVQF 
/view?usp=sharing 
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Sanskriti, the all-time favourite cultural event, was back this
year but online. Going online didn't mean that the students
were any less enthusiastic. This year’s Sanskriti went by the
theme, Indian Odyssey. There were nine events conducted,
namely Podcast, Logo Designing, Dudledop, Meme-O-Mania,
Nail art, Jewellery making, Pen It Down!, Just Dance and The
Voice. All these competitions took place over the month of
July 2021. The weeks before that went by in a whirlwind of
WhatsApp messages, conference calls and google meets to
brainstorm and structure the events for sanskriti. A lot of
planning went into making this a success.

e-SANSKRITI

9 July, 2021
Sanskriti e-Inauguration & Podcast Topic Announcement- 
The Inauguration began by invoking the blessings of God.
The Cultural Secretary, Shanmathi Ganesan, welcomed the
gathering. Our honourable Principal, Mrs. Sankari Ravi, and
the respected Vice Principal of High School, Mrs. Meenakshi
Janakiraman, addressed the gathering. The Inauguration was
followed by the announcement of the topic for the first
competition of e-Sanskriti 2021-22, Podcast. The rules for the
competition were briefly discussed and the meeting ended
with the clarification of doubts that the participants had put
forward.
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10 July, 2021
Podcast Entry Submission-
14 groups, each of 3 participants, had enrolled for the
Podcast competition. The topic for the event was
announced the evening before the actual day of
submission. The participants had to submit their entries by
12 PM. All the entries were received through a form. The
participants had done a great job in presenting their
Podcasts.
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Logo Designing Live Event- 
There were a total of 41 participants who had registered
for the competition. A Google meet was organised for the
competition to be conducted. During the meet,
participants were briefed about the rules and were asked
to keep their videos on throughout the event. They were
given a total of one hour to design a logo for Sanskriti
which goes by the theme Indian Odyssey. They were also
asked to give a write-up to justify the relevance of their
logo to the given topic. The link to the form for
submission was posted in the last 10 minutes and the
meeting ended after all the participants had submitted
their entries.
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12 July, 2021
Dudledop Live Event-
22 participants had registered for this competition, taking
this as an opportunity to express their awesome doodling
skills. This being a live event, the participants had to join a
Google meet and were asked to “Design a traditional Indian
Dress”. The participants had to keep their videos on
throughout the event. The link to the form for submission
was posted in the last 10 minutes and once the participants
had submitted their entries, they were asked to leave. The
meeting ended when all the entries were received.
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15 July, 2021
Pen It Down! Live Event-
21 participants had enrolled themselves in the poem
writing competition. They were given the topic,
“Independence in day to day life” during the live
meeting based on which they had to write their poem.
The students portrayed extraordinary poetry skills.
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16 July, 2021
Nail Art Topic Announcement-
The topic for the Nail Art competition, “National Symbols of
India”, was posted in the Google Classroom at 5 PM. The
students were given about a day's time before they could
submit their entries to ponder on the topic. However, the
duration for doing the nail art was only an hour.

17 July, 2021
Meme-O-Mania-
The 27 participants were called for a live meeting at 1 PM
for the announcement of the topic, “India of my Dreams”.
The participants were then given about 3 hours to finish
their works and an extra half an hour to submit them. The
entries were received through a form. 

Nail Art Entry Submission-
The topic for the event was announced the previous day and
the participants had to send a video of them doing the nail
art along with pictures of the same. The entries were
received through a form. The participants transformed their
nails into pieces of art.
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19 July, 2021
Jewellery Making Live Event-
The topic for this event was announced well in advance-
“1947 Style Earring Designs”. The participants joined a
Google Meet where they were asked to keep their videos on
to show their working. A form was posted for the
participants to submit their entries, and once all the entries
were received, the meet came to an end.

20 July, 2021
Just Dance Entry Submission-
The 10 participants had to record their dance moves and
upload it to the Google form sent. The topic for this
event was the same as the theme - “Indian Odyssey” and
was announced well in advance for the participants to
get enough time to practise.
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22 July, 2021
The Voice Entry Submission-
A total of 16 entries were received. The participants had to
record and submit a 3-4 minute video of them singing a
classical or semi-classical song on Indian Independence.

All the entries were compiled and first sent to the internal
judges for evaluation. Later, they were sent to the external
judge for final evaluation. The results were combined and
announced on August 9, 2021. The prize distribution
ceremony took place offline on September 8, 2021, and
was simultaneously streamed live on YouTube.
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The prize distribution ceremony for Sanskriti began with the
School Pupil Leader, Harshavardhan V S, welcoming the
gathering. There were performances by the students who won
prizes in The Voice, Just Dance and Podcast and a special
performance by Mouli Gupta of 10 A – a rap video. Along with
these, a video showcasing the highlights of this year’s e-
Sanskriti was shown. It was then time for the much-awaited
prize distribution. The winners were awarded with a trophy
and a Certificate of Appreciation. The overall championship
trophy for Sanskriti 2021-22 was awarded to Class 9 for
winning the most prizes. The Cultural Secretary, Shanmathi
Ganesan, delivered the Vote of Thanks and the event came to
an end with the National Anthem.
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e-KALAKRITI
Students of Vidya Mandir Estancia participated in the 
e-Kalakriti event organised by Prasan Vidya Mandir with great
zeal and tenacity. The event, conducted in August 2021, was
organised interestingly with a plethora of programmes to
indulge in. The various programmes were grouped based on
the grades of the students as stated below: 

Movers for Classes 5 and 6 
Runners for Classes 7 and 8 
Racers for Classes 9 and 10 

The rules and regulations to be followed for each event were
put forth clearly and communicated well in advance. The
programmes were also very enthralling. They were based on
many exciting topics like GIF Animator, Reel Rider, Comics on
Strips, Strokes on Shoes, etc. Overall, the event was an
amazing o was a very well conducted and awesome event. 

The following students won prizes in the E- Kalakriti event:
Roopak Bhadri of Class 2C-பாட� பா�த�-2nd Prize
Aadhavan A.V of Class 8A- Strokes on shoes-1st Prize 
Rithvik B of Class of Class 9C-The Mysterious Podcast-3rd
Prize 
K Harshavardhan of Class 12B-ேம ைட நாடக� எ��த�- 1st
Prize

SCHOOL EVENTS



Project Day 2021-22 was hosted by Shivesh and Smruti
of class 11. The ongoing Covid pandemic restricted the
event to the online medium. As per the school's tradition,
the event commenced with the school prayer. Then,
Harshavardhan, the School Pupil Leader, welcomed the
audience to the event. 

Following this, the hosts explained that the theme of the
project day would be “Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat-
paired state activity”. Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat
programme aims to enhance interaction and promote
mutual understanding between people of different states
and Union territories within India. The activities carried
out promote a sustained and structured cultural
connection in the areas of language learning, culture,
traditions and music, tourism and cuisine, sports and
sharing of the best practices, etc. among the different
states and Union territories. 

Due to the online medium, all the artwork produced by
the students was compiled into a video and shared
standard-wise. Starting off the event, the KG students
presented the audience with an amazing show,
displaying the pride and national symbols of India. 
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PROJECT DAY 

SCHOOL EVENTS
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Next, the students of class 1 acquainted the spectators
with the delicacies of Jammu and Kashmir. The students
of class 2 elaborated on the traditional clothing of
Jammu and Kashmir.

After this display of fantastic artistry, a few primary
students talked more about Jammu and Kashmir and
Ladakh in our Rashtrabhasha: Hindi. Next, the video
made by the students of class 3 talked about the
different festivals celebrated in Jammu and Kashmir.
The students of class 4 then came forward with their
video which depicted the traditional dances of the state.
Natural life of Jammu and Kashmir was explored in the
video made by the students of class 5. To finish off the
primary contribution to the event, a few students from
classes 1-5 spoke about the different food items,
clothing styles, festivals, dance, flora and fauna in Tamil.

Starting off the contribution by the middle schoolers, the
students of class 6 presented their video on the various
dressing styles found in Jammu and Kashmir. Next, the
7th standard students talked about the beautiful
agricultural fields and rich flora and fauna found in
Jammu and Kashmir. 

SCHOOL EVENTS



Following them and ending off the contribution by the
middle schoolers, the students of class 8 dug deep into
the rich culture and heritage of Jammu and Kashmir
and Tamil Nadu in their presentation. 

Afterwards, 9th graders presented their video on the
wonderful climate and games of Jammu & Kashmir
and Ladakh. Next, for CBSE's Jal Shakthi Abhiyan
programme, the students prepared a video on Jal
Shakti, showing the importance of water and its
conservation. The students of class 11 then presented
their project on the traditional medicines and
practices of Tamil Nadu and Jammu and Kashmir. The
following video made by the students showcased the
different games played in Jammu and Kashmir and
Ladakh. As the last event, the students exhibited the
beautiful artwork style of Jammu and Kashmir in a
video. 

Finally, to bring the event to an end, Shanmathi, the
Cultural Secretary of the school, gave the vote of
thanks. The hosts signed off by thanking all the
participants and the students for their amazing work
and hoped the next Project Day would be better than
the last.
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#CLUE
 

IS THE CHARACTER OF INDIAN 
ORIGIN ? 

-NO

SCHOOL EVENTS
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ANNUAL DAY
Annual Day 2021-22 was hosted by Achyuthan
Raghavan and Jayadeep B. Due to the ongoing Covid
pandemic, this year’s annual day was conducted in the
online medium using google meet. The event was also
broadcast live on the school’s Youtube channel. The
event gathered an appreciable number of viewers. 

The event kicked off with the school choir rendering
the school special prayer. Next, the attendees were
formally welcomed by the school pupil leader
Harshavardhan. Following the welcome address, the
school orchestra glorified the event with a wonderful
classical song composed by Sri Muthuswami
Deekshithar. 

Afterwards, the audience watched the primary english
play 'Beauty and the Beast' and marveled at the skill
of the primary students. The high school mridangam
instrumental ensued. Their performance filled the
spectators with awe. Next, the high school english
play was enacted to enthral the audience. Following
this was the Tamil play. Next, the orchestra performed
a Kashmiri folk song “ichu soan chaman”. 

SCHOOL EVENTS
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Following the Kashmiri folk song, the school principal,
Mrs. Sankari Ravi, delivered the Annual report,
summing up the achievements of the school, the staff
and the students. Next, the Hindi play was performed
by the high school students. Later, the audience were
treated to an amazing performance by the primary
dance team, following which they enjoyed the primary
instrumental performance. Next was the high school
dance, and the students set the stage on fire with their
moves. Finally, to conclude the event, the Vote of
Thanks was delivered by Shanmathi, the Cultural
Secretary, and the hosts of the event signed off.

SCHOOL EVENTS
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NATIONAL SCIENCE
DAY

Science is an integral domain of ideas, for it
explains all the phenomena surrounding
humans. National Science Day, which is
celebrated every year on the 28th of February
to commemorate the discovery of the 'Raman
Effect', enlightens people about the importance
of science and innovative thinking. It has given
the right impetus to the recognition of students'
creativity, for they are encouraged to come up
with  unique and innovative ideas on this day.
These projects or ideas are also evaluated
nationally to discern the level of creativity that
students possess. Owing to this, a short speech
on National Science Day was rendered in the
high school campus and all the students were
urged to pursue creative thinking and expand
their horizons. 

SCHOOL EVENTS
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EK BHARAT
SHRESHTHA BHARAT 

SCHOOL EVENTS
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FILM FESTIVAL ON PAIRED STATE “JAMMU AND KASHMIR"

As a part of CBSE’s “Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat” programme, we at
Vidya Mandir Estancia had shown short films about our paired state, i.e.
Jammu and Kashmir, to the students of classes 1 to 8. The movie was
shown during the 2nd and 3rd weeks of February, 2022, via smart rooms
to all the students. The films/documentaries were catered based on
grades of the students watching the same. 

The movie clippings chosen for grades 1 to 5 included simple
documentaries about the culture and heritage of Jammu and Kashmir,
the famous monuments, their food practices, climatic conditions and the
kind of sports people play there and the rich handicrafts of Kashmir. The
students of classes 1 and 2 were also shown rhymes, folk music and
dance by the people of Jammu and Kashmir and made to dance along
with the movie to engage them. The children thoroughly enjoyed
watching the various art forms of Jammu and Kashmir.

The middle school students were shown a short film that signifies the
rich culture and tradition of people living in Jammu and Kashmir,
elucidating the practices of the native Kashmiris, their origin and their
rulers along with its diverse population. The movie emphasised the fact
that the people of Jammu and Kashmir have a religious inclination
towards Sufism and that  Jammu and Kashmir is the world’s largest
producer of saffron and rich spices to make India’s finest tea. Apart from
this, the movie focused on how the Kashmiri wool, the unique shawls and
clothing weaved by the people of Jammu and Kashmir have been spoken
about all over the world and are in great demand. The wildlife of Jammu
and Kashmir and the famous sweets and cuisine of that region were also
brought to light through the movie. 

Subsequent to watching the movie about our paired state — Jammu and
Kashmir— for the CBSE’s "Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat” program, the
students have gained immense knowledge about Jammu and Kashmir
and its varied culture, tradition and the practices and lifestyle of the
natives of that state. 
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QUIZ ON JAMMU AND KASHMIR
 

NAME OF THE EVENT:   QUIZ
DATE:   February 2022
NAMES OF THE TEACHER COORDINATORS:  JBS,JJB
THEME:  Jammu and kashmir 
CLASSES INVOLVED:  3,4 & 5
NO. OF STUDENTS PARTICIPATED: 380
ACTIVITY THAT WAS CARRIED OUT:  
Students of grades 3,4 and 5 participated in the quiz activity on Jammu and
Kashmir. 

LEARNING OUTCOME:   

To foster the spirit of Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat by enabling students across
India to learn different languages of different states of India and come closer
to their culture.

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION:

“Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat" was announced by the Hon'ble Prime Minister
on 31st October, 2015, on the auspicious occasion of the 140th birth
anniversary of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel. This unique program conceived by
our innovative and popular Prime Minister Shree Narendra Modi is quite
promising. Such tributes to the freedom fighters remind us of the contribution
and duty of citizens to make our Bharat Shreshtha. As a part of that, Vidya
Mandir Estancia conducted a quiz activity on the topic Jammu and Kashmir
for students of grades 3, 4 and 5. The activity was taken up for enriching our
students' knowledge about the state of Jammu & Kashmir. It was conducted in
two rounds: preliminary round and final round. In the preliminary round, two
students were selected from each class and put into 4 Teams in the final
round. In the final round, one team emerged as the winner and the second
team was the runner-up. The children were awarded with winner badges and
runner badges. The students participated with zeal and enthusiasm. 

CONCLUSION:

It was an interesting and thrilling experience for the kids. Sharing and learning
a new culture provided a fun and comfortable learning arena. Thus, these
activities will go a long way in developing our students as responsible citizens
with deep belief in unity in diversity of the nation.
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WALL MAGAZINE AND SCRAPBOOK

                                                   
As a part of the "Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat" activity, the
students of Vidya Mandir Estancia have explored and researched
on the plethora of cultural, geographical and social aspects of
our paired state - Jammu and Kashmir. The students came
together as a team and worked very well in creating a wall
magazine and a scrapbook, exhibiting all that they could gather
about the paired state. It was an amazing experience to learn
about our extended family state. 
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STORYTELLING
 

NAME OF THE EVENT: Storytelling about Jammu and Kashmir under Ek
Bharat Shreshtha Bharat program

DATE: Feb 2022

NAMES OF THE TEACHER CO-ORDINATORS: P. Anitha & M.
Boomalakshmi

THEME: Unity in Diversity

CLASSES INVOLVED: Class 1-5

NO. OF STUDENTS PARTICIPATED: All students of classes 1,2,3,4 & 5.

ACTIVITY THAT WAS CARRIED OUT: Reading folk tale of Jammu and
Kashmir and story of water conservation in Jammu and Kashmir

LEARNING OUTCOME: To make the students learn about the rich literary
heritage and stories of Jammu and Kashmir.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:

Reading of folk tale of Jammu and Kashmir and story of water
conservation in Jammu and Kashmir under Ek Bharath Shrestha Bharath
program was conducted in the month of February, 2022. It was held on the
theme ‘Unity in Diversity’. 
For classes 1, 2 and 3, an interesting folk tale from the rich heritage of
Kashmir was read to the students in online class / classroom. 
For classes 4 and 5, story about water conservation in Jammu and
Kashmir was read out to the students in classroom.
The main objective behind conducting this activity was to make students
learn about the rich literary heritage of Kashmir. The students enjoyed
listening to the stories.
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Students as Nation Builders 
Kashmir or Kanyakumari- India is my home
Unity in Diversity –The Pillar of our Strength 

ENGLISH ESSAY WRITING 
 (ACTIVITY TWO) 

 
Ek Bharat Sreshtha Bharat is an inspiring initiative by the
CBSE. The objective is to enhance and maintain a sustained
cultural connection between the different states. Jammu
Kashmir and Tamil Nadu are the paired states. 

An Essay Writing competition, as mentioned in Activity two of
the CBSE Circular, was conducted in January, 2022. The
competition was conducted from classes III TO XII as per the
instructions of the circular. 

The topics for classes 3 to 5 were:
Class 3 – Cuisine of Jammu and Ladakh 
Class 4 – Wildlife of JK and Ladakh 
Class 5 – Flora and Fauna of JK and Ladakh 

The topics for classes 6 to 8 were :
1) The Breath-taking Landscape of Jammu and Kashmir  
2) Jammu and Kashmir – Land of serenity amidst chaos 

The topics for classes 9 to 12 were:
1.
2.
3.

The Competition was conducted to hone the communication
skills of the pupils and create a sense of common identity in all
of them. Moreover, it induced students to appreciate the
concept of Diversity wholeheartedly. 
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TALK SHOW
 

As a part of the "EK BHARAT SHRESHTHA BHARAT"
programme , in the month of December, a few students of
class 9 during the school assembly gave a speech about
different reformers and personalities of Jammu and Kashmir.
Through their speech, students got to know about the life and
contribution of many leaders. They perceived Jammu and
Kashmir as a place which has contributed various
personalities to India and it has a great mankind history. 

Their speech insisted on the struggles that the
personalities/reformers faced to improve our India. They were
motivated by the leaders' extensive planning and execution to
pave a prosperous future for the country. It also paved the
way for the students to get inspired by the leaders;
determination to achieve their goals, and that motivated them
to do the same. The overall point of view about the leaders is
the importance they gave to the work they have done, all the
efforts they have applied and the pain they have endured to
reach this high level. Students learnt about the might of many
unsung heroes. It helped them to understand multiple career
possibilities for their generation to explore. On the whole, by
delivering the speeches, it enabled them to overcome stage
fear and speak confidently.
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DEMOCRACY - UP
AND RUNNING
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Democracy plays a very pivotal role in a country like
India, so it becomes important to imbue students with
an acute undersatnding of democracy at the right age.
In line with this principle, Vidya Mandir Estancia
conducted an election for the post of the Student Pupil
Leader. 

The candidates for the aforementioned post were Talia
Manoj, Nisiya Liz Cherian and Achyuthan Raghavan.
The nominees partook in vigorous campaigning on 11
January, 2022. Prior to this, the manifesto of each
nominee was presented. The voting took place on the
same day through google forms. The next day, the
results of the election were announced. Talia Manoj
had won with the highest number of votes and was
proclaimed the Student Pupil Leader for the academic
year 2021-22. Achyuthan Raghavan was given the post
of the Sports Captain, Nisiya Liz Cherian, the Cultural
Secretary, and Jayadeep B, the Editor of Vidya
Pratidhwani. The house captains of Kailash,
Kanchenjunga, Nilkant and Nangaparbhat were
Shyamsundhar S, Shuvetha B, Sahana Sudhakar and R
K Preetish, respectively.
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The investiture ceremony was held on 12 March, 2022.
The event commenced with the march past by the old
and new student councils. The old council members
handed over their flags, sashes and badges, symbolising
the transfer of their duties and responsibilities to the
new council members.

Eventually, the Correspondent and the Principal
congratulated the old and the new council members.
The old council members were presented with
momentos for discharging their efforts diligently. Also,
the students who helped with technical work
throughout the year were given certificates of
appreciation.
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#CLUE
 

IS THE CHARACTER MALE ?
 

-YES
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Clubs at VME are an amazing platform for
students to refine their talents and enhance
their social and leadership skills. For this
reason, students always remain enthusiastic
and exuberant during the club periods. 

Due to the pandemic, most of the clubs'
activities had to be carried out through the
online medium. Nothing deterred the students
from showcasing their talents or taking part in
group activities. They acquainted themselves
with the online medium so well that all the
activities were performed without any
obstruction. 

Fortuantely, due to the mitigation of the
pandemic, some  of the clubs' activities were
held in the physical environment, and it was
heartening to see the students continue their
optimistic approach despite the changes
brought about by the capricious pandemic. 
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INTERACT CLUB
Interact Clubs bring together young people of ages
12-18 to develop leadership skills while discovering
the power of Service Above Self.  Interactors strive
for the welfare of mankind by performing good deeds.  
No good deed can be scrutinised merely on the basis
of its impact; what really matters is the happiness
that it culminates in. Vidya Mandir Estancia too has
an interact club that has undertaken various projects
throughout the year to help the community. It is with
immense pride that the activities of the club are
mentioned below. 
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Given below is the link to the rhymes

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aWJKwt2jYSbg2Kzns84t_jb
BSUmtGW2-/view?usp=sharing
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20 December 2021

The office bearers of the Interact Club of VME had created
virtual rhymes for all the KG kids who were stuck at home
during the pandemic. The rhymes were written, composed,
sung and edited by the Interact Club council over the period
of two months, and they were made for all those tiny tots
who were stuck at home to show them how fun and
interesting the physical school would look like. The rhymes
were released by the Principal of VME, Mrs Sankari Ravi, in
the presence of the KG coordinators of VME and all the
interactors of VME . The video was then uploaded in ZOHO
feeds and the school website.

Virtual Rhymes 
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20 December 2021

The VME Interact Club conducted ‘Chairitas’, a hair donation
event, in the months of November and December. Many
students of VME, as well as their friends and relatives, cut
their hair and donated it to the Cherian Foundation, an
organisation in Chennai that provides free wigs for
marginalised women. The video of the event was released on
the 20th of December in the school AV room, in the gracious
presence of our school Principal, Vice Principal, and many
teachers. We are glad to have conducted this donation event
and hope to conduct many such events in the future. Given
below is the video of the hair donation programme.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iyIP7u8ApdFLPhzU59Wkw17
EQnQhHsif/view?usp=sharing

Chairitas- Hair Donation 
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1 December 2021

‘Let Me Introduce My Green Friends’ is a nature vlog
programme where all the schools from different zones
were invited to give their contributions. Interactors from
zonal schools were asked to submit a two-minute vlog
explaining the different plants in/around their house.
RCM members were also requested for the same.
Different aspects and fun facts about the plants were
provided. All the videos from all the interactors were
finally compiled and uploaded on our school website. The
final video was also shared with all the zonal schools.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Qo5b7iGcnAeJh6noYM0
DogKDjBnKvyFm/view?usp=sharing

Nature Vlog
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 16 November, 2021

A fun-filled and interactive session was conducted on the 16th of
November, 2021 (Tuesday), which was hosted by two schools –
Vidya Mandir Mylapore and Vidya Mandir Estancia. They had
invited two Rotarian guest speakers: Mr. Sesha Sai and Mr. Ajit
Nair. It was an initiative of our director, Mrs Bhavani
Raghunanthan. She had played a vital role in paving the
opportunity to pay heed to these great men. The event had about
62 participants from both the schools to hear the illuminating
words of the two guest speakers. The session started off with a
welcome speech delivered by the Director of Human Resources of
VME – Jayadeep. Our first guest speaker, Mr. Sesha Sai, had
spoken about the interact club and the roles and responsibilities
of the office bearers, which was really informative for the future
office bearers and interactors. Mr. Ajit Nair had presented a
wonderful presentation and had explained about the water plan
for 2021, which included numerous ways to conserve water, and
about aerators and RO water purifiers. The speeches were
followed by a question and answer session where various
interactors had asked intuitive questions to both the guest
speakers regarding their speeches, and amazing answers were
given. The whole event came to an end with the vote of thanks
given by the president of the Interact Club of VME-Nisiya. 

Talk Show by Rotarians
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23 October 2021

Rotary Youth Leadership Awards (RYLA) is an intensive leadership
camp that allows Rotarians to demonstrate respect and concern for
youth while recognizing, encouraging, and educating youth leaders.
This camp gives youth the opportunity to develop their skills as
effective and responsible leaders while having fun and making
connections with peers throughout their Rotary District. The e-RYLA
event was conducted on 23 October, 2021, on the zoom platform. This
event was hosted by the Rotary Club of Madras with the coordination
of the Rotary club of Bangalore and had about 40+ schools as
attendees. The whole event lasted for 5 hours; it commenced at 10 am
and went up till 1 in the afternoon. This leadership programme
included many fun interactive sessions like talk shows, quizzes, games
and more. A number of rotarians had given exhilarating speeches
which were very informative to the interactors. Nisiya Liz Cherian(11
C) of VME had secured the 2nd place in the quiz conducted at the
end of the programme.

RYLA
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13 September 2021

On account of World Ozone Day, the Interact club of VME conducted the
Ozone day seminar on the 13th of september to spread awareness about
the rising concerns of Ozone depletion. The guest speaker for the session
was Professor Ramachandran, who is the chairperson for the space and
atmospheric science division, Academic committee. Students from classes
11 and 12 attended it, and the seminar was conducted on the zoom
platform. It was an engaging and informative session where the professor
talked about various aspects of the Ozone layer and the whole session
lasted from 3 pm to 5 pm. A question and answer session followed and
many students had interesting questions regarding Ozone holes, to which
the professor answered back with more interesting facts. Students from
class 11, Janasri and Reya Philip, presented a PPT on their understanding
of Ozone depletion. This was well appreciated by everyone in the meeting.
The whole session was a memorable one and made us appreciate what we
could do during these tough times in the pandemic. The session ended with
everyone in an enlightened mood after learning many engrossing ideas and
facts about the Ozone layer.

Ozone Day Seminar
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Teachers' Day
05 September 2021

On the occasion of Teacher’s day, the Interact Club
had made an animated video that was dedicated to
all the teachers. The video was dedicated as a mark
of immense appreciation and gratitude to our dear
teachers for helping us even during tough times; the
school had progressed solely because of their
contribution. Few drawings and anecdotes were
contributed by the interactors.

Below is the link of the video
https://app.animaker.com/video/1RNIYGMCILUW0V
XF 
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Charity Day
04 September 2021

September 4th, 2021, turned out to be an eventful day for the
Interact Club of Vidya Mandir Estancia. On the occasion of
‘The World Charity Day’, delicious tomato rice and potato
curry were prepared by a few Interactors. The food items
were neatly packed and distributed to people in the
immediate vicinity of the school. Nearly 60-70 people were
fed. We were extremely elated to experience the satisfaction
of performing a good deed. The contributions and efforts put
in by our teacher coordinators, office bearers and support
staff certainly paid dividends. All of this culminated in one
important lesson: “Service to our society is probably the best
deed that we can ever perform”.
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Blue Cross Virtual Tour

August 21, 2021

The virtual Blue cross tour was conducted on August 21st by Vidya
Mandir Senior Secondary school. The tour was entirely online and
many students participated in the event and were excited to see a vast
multitude of animals and learn more about them. General Manager
Dawn Williams guided the tour, taking us to see the different animals
in the shelter and interacting with the animals. He told quite
interesting stories about them. The animals were mostly healthy, but
some had been brought to the shelter in an injured state. Mr.Dawn
Williams told us about the difficulties they face and what we could do
to help those animals in need. He gave general information about the
helpline centre to call if we spotted any animal in a grievous state.
There was a Question and Answer session where the students asked
some interesting questions, to which Mr Dawn Williams answered
happily. It was a great tour and a lot of learning transpired . The tour
lasted for an hour and ended on a happy note.
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TOY DONATION DRIVE
The Interact Club of Vidya Mandir Estancia collected many toys
from the students of the school. On 20 December, 2021, the Interact
Club Council, along with the faculty coordinators, went to the IGM
orphanage in Guduvancherry to donate these toys. Before the toys
were given, a small song was sung, and a fun game was conducted
by our school interactors for the children of the orphanage. The
children were enthusiastic to indulge in the games; they were also
thrilled to see so many wonderful toys. It was heartening to see the
children's delight and propelled the club's members to undertake
many such projects 
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The plans for the "Pass It On" event and the sale of food
items were prepared meticulously. The “Pass it On” event
was essentially conducted to enable students to exchange
their old belongings for similar articles. For the "Pass It On"
event, a system of exchange was devised wherein students
could obtain raffle tickets by giving out some of their old
belongings, such as books, coffee mugs and keychains. The
terms of exchange were the same for all the students and
they were briefed beforehand on the entire process. Using
these raffle tickets, they availed themselves of the books set
up on the "Pass It On" counter on 2 March, 2022. 

The sale of food items too wouldn't have been possible
without diligent planning. All the interactors contributed
collectively to the provision of the required commodities to
set up food stalls in the school. To serve as a source of
entertainment, distinct games were organised on the day of
the aforementioned events. The events had been inaugurated
by the principal and vice principal of the school. Students
and their parents relished the dishes prepared by the
interactors. The teacher coordinators too played a pivotal
role in the planning and execution of the events, thereby
leading to their eventual success. These events were
organised to raise funds for the club's upcoming project that
aligns with the WAter Sanitation and Hygiene (W.A.S.H.)
initiative taken up by the Rotary Club of Madras under
which is the Interact Club of Vidya Mandir Estancia.

'Pass It On' & SALE OF FOOD ITEMS:
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IS THE CHARACTER A REAL 
PERSON ? 

-YES
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READING CLUB

14 students from classes 6 to 8 participated in various
activities and gave their feedback and reflection.
Feedback Questions were written on the board and
students submitted their feedback in a sheet provided
by the teacher.

Quality Objective achieved: Students learnt to express
their opinion without fear while understanding the
utmost importance of their contribution to the club
meetings. 

They liked all the activities conducted by the club and
suggested some more activities related to books and
reading.

 

FEEDBACK FOR CLUB ACTIVITIES
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TAMIL CLUB

It was my very first opportunity to
become the president of a club,
and it was a memorable one. I
really enjoyed the process of
learning how to present myself in
stage dramas and performances. I
also liked the activities conducted
by the club. The process of
engaging with my co-pupils in the
process of learning was
phenomenal. The club interactions
were also fun and useful.

 

To keep the club activities
every month for 2 periods
Students of class 8 wanted to
indulge in quiz competitions
conducted by other
orgaisations.
Apart from this, there was a lot
of appreciation.

QUIZ CLUB

Students’ feedback for the Quiz
club:
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NATURE CLUB

Nature club, in compliance with the Green Policy of VME, is an
integral part of our school. We always aim at inculcating a
nature-loving attitude in our students. To achieve this, we
encourage the students to explore various methods and
alternatives to non-biodegradable materials and conserve our
nature.

In accordance with this, our students made eco-friendly bird
feeders, seed balls, prepared manure at home with the help of
organic wastes and created fascinating home gardens as some
of the club activities for the academic year 2021-22. Students
also participated enthusiastically in an environment awareness
quiz conducted by Quiz club. Our students contributed
wholeheartedly towards nature conservation by planting various
saplings including ornamental plant saplings which had left no
stone unturned in beautifying our VME garden. 
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HERITAGE CLUB

The Heritage Club opened up a
broad arena for the students to
learn about different states, their
food habits, traditional dress,
dance, etc. The activities of the
Heritage Club helped them to
learn and experience the culture
of India and the rest of the
world. A lot of exploring and
research went into the making of
the club a success.  Thank you
for the opportunity given. 

ENGLISH LITERARY AND
DRAMATICS

The students were happy about
the events conducted and the
knowledge acquired. They had
enjoyed all the activities and
were upset about the shuttling
between online and offline
classes. Most of them felt that
they could have learnt more if all
the sessions happened offline
seamlessly.
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MATH CLUB

Math is a fun subject that teaches children to comprehend
the usage of logic to solve numerous problems. The Math
Club of Vidya Mandir Estancia has been extremely
amazing, owing to the enthusiasm shown by the club’s
students. The club ensured that all the students received
opportunities to hone their logical reasoning using puzzles
and various other activities. Although students were
confined to the boundaries of their houses in the initial
phases of the year, their learning process never stopped.
The learning curve rose steeply once students were
permitted to attend offline classes again. The surge of
excitement observed in the students during every Math
Club period thus far is a testament to the students’ undying
interest. To sum up, the Math Club has implemented
activities that require students to think logically and work
as a team. 
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SCIENCE AND INNOVATION CLUB

Science and Innovation club is a place where the
seeds of creativity are sown among the students.
A young mind is the sharpest mind; our young
VMEians participated enthusiastically and
engaged the platform with their innovative ideas
on various working models based on windmill
with solar cells, batteries with aloe vera gel,
water conservation. The working of a rocket with
liquid nitrogen was explained by a group of
students. Students acquired knowledge about
Coding as well, Robotics was an interesting topic
where students shared and gained a lot of
information. Quiz was conducted among the
students on the topic 'Invention and Inventors',
which really fostered the intellectual curiosity of
the students.

ARTS CLUB

Many interesting projects were done in Arts club
this year.This year started off for class 8 with a
Best-out-of waste project, where wall hangings,
dolls and decorative pieces were made in the
online meetings. Once offline school started, we
made paper bags and baskets which were to be
used in the school Our second activity was making
bird feeders using paper strips and greeting cards.
Many students enjoyed the activity. Using colour
paper/colour chart, base colour and secondary
colour were matched and made into a greeting
card. Our teachers taught us many things and
gave us interesting ideas. The students were co-
operative and enjoyed the activities.  
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MUN CLUB

On the 11th of March, 2022, the students of the MUN club were
made to write reflections about their experience in the MUN
club and how it helped them to be great MUNners and be strong
orators and debaters. Various students stated how the club had
improved their confidence in public speaking and how it
encouraged them to attend MUNs in the past and future.
Various students have participated in many MUNs and have
won numerous awards like Best Delegate, High Commendation
and Special Mentions. The students wrote their reflections on
pieces of paper and submitted them to Chandra ma’am, the
head coordinator. The students were thankful to the Teacher
Coordinator- Chandra Gurunathan, the President-Talia Manoj
,the Secretary-Nisiya Liz Cherian, and the Head Chairs-
Achyuthan, Anirudh, Anuja, Jasmitha, Shyamsundar and
Anirudh .
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Sno. Name Category Event Award

1. Mrs.Umamashewari 

K.S

Interact 

Club VME

Rotary Club 

of Madras 

Quarterly 

Awards 2021

Certificate 

of Merit

 

2. Mrs.Chandra 

Gurunathan
 

Writing a 

book "Social 

Science" for 

Classes 5 

and 6

Memento

3. Mr.Baskar.S  

Teacher 

Excllence

Award from

Amrita 

Institute

Best 

Teacher 

Award 

TEACHERS' AWARDSTEACHERS' AWARDSTEACHERS' AWARDS

The book written by Mrs.Chandra
Gurunathan
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S.NO Name Grade Award

Quarter
(or)

Name of the
event

1. ITr.Nisiya Cherian 11
Best 

President
Q2

2. ITr.V.Harshavardhan 12
Best 

Interactor
Q1

3. ITr.Talia Manoj 11
Best 

Secretary
Q2

4. ITr.Jayadeep 11

Best 

Speaker

 

Rotary online

international

schools Debate

5. ITr.Nisiya Cherian 11
Best 

Speaker

Rotary online

international

schools Debate

6. ITr.Achyuthan 

Raghavan
11

Best 

Speaker

Rotary online

international

schools Debate

7. Vidya Mandir @ 

Estancia
 

Best Club

Fellowship

Service

Internation

al Service

Q2

Q2

Q2

INTERACT CLUB AWARDSINTERACT CLUB AWARDSINTERACT CLUB AWARDS
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S.No Name of the 
Student

Name of the 
Event Prize(s) Won

1.  Aadhavan A.V -8A
Kalakriti 2021- 

Strokes on Shoes
1st Prize

2 Jayadeep B-11B
Mindwars English

Contest

Ranked 4th 

Nationally

 

3 Sahitya Chakali -8C SAIRAM MUN

High Commendation

Award and Cash

Prize - Rs.750 

4 Roopak Bhadri-2C
Kalakriti 2021-  

பாட� பா�த�
2nd Prize

5 Sarvesh.S.Davey-9C
'iCan - Festival of

Expressions' 

 Got the 16th

place(Among top 30

winners)

6 Rithvik B-9C
Kalakriti 2021- The

Mysterious Podcast
3rd Prize

7 Avanthika. A - 12 B
'iCan - Festival of

Expressions' 

Got the 2nd  

place(Among top 30 

winners)

8
Achyuthan Raghavan-

11B

Vidya Mandir

Mylapore Reflections

2021

3rd Place

STUDENTS' AWARDSSTUDENTS' AWARDSSTUDENTS' AWARDS
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S.No Name of the
Student

Name of the
Event Prize(s) Won

9 Biancaa-12B

Shape AI course on

open cv and computer

programing, SRM

Ignite 2 python

webinar

Achievement

Certificate

10 J. Chinmai Shree -3C YMCA Archery Bronze Medal

11 Nisiya Liz Cherian-11C Amanora MUN
High Commendation

 

12
Nathan Varghese

Cherian-6C
TMC MUN - 2.0 High Commendation

13 Avanthika A- 12B
Shaastra Juniors

2021

One among the top

ten

14 Sam M.G. Harish-11B Ride for Pride

Certificate of

Recognition for

completing 100 Kms

of Cycling 

15 K Harshavardhan-12B

Kalakriti 2021-

ேமைட நாடக�
எ��த�

1st Prize
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TEACHER'S INTERVIEW
 

Our teachers work relentlessly to ensure that
we, as students, partake in a process of
constant knowledge acquisition. As a tribute
to all of our beloved teachers, we decided to
interview one of them, Mr.Baskar. 

75/TEACHER'S INTERVIEW



Talia: Good Morning, Sir! I would like to ask you a few
questions about your experiences as a teacher. First of
all, what do you think about our school, Vidya Mandir
Estancia, and what is your opinion about our school?

Baskar Sir: VME is a three letter shloka for the
contemporary Indian generation, so we have to follow
the Mission and Vision of VME.

Talia: When you first came to our school, what were
your thoughts? Did you have some expectations and
were they met?

Baskar Sir: When I joined this school, my expectations
were not only met but also exceeded. All the students
followed the rules, and everything happened in an
organised way.

Talia: What is the funniest thing that any of your
students have done or said in the class?

Baskar Sir: I never scold my students for anything
they do. When they crack jokes in class or in the
chemistry lab, I also indulge in the fun. They’re
supposed to study and be serious during practicals,
but once in a while, I let them have fun. 
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Talia: Like when they mess up with the chemicals….

Baskar Sir: Yes, but chemicals have to be dealt with
carefully. While doing the experiments, I tell them what
would happen when they mix the chemicals, about the
color change, etc. I also explain the kinetics behind
every reaction, so that they understand why every
chemical reaction occurs.

Talia: Do you think the bonding between teachers and
students is maintained throughout the year?

Baskar Sir: Bonding with students is very important like
bonding in chemistry. Without bonding, we cannot
make any interaction with the children. Bonding with
the students is important while teaching, so that they
understand the concepts well. Bonding ensures that we
can still be in touch with the students even after they
finish school. 

Talia: Do you recall any memorable incident from your
childhood that made you pursue chemistry as a career?

Baskar Sir: Till class 11, I didn’t have any idea to take
up chemistry as a career, or to become a chemistry
teacher. But when I was in class 12, I got inspired by
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my chemistry teacher, Mr. Thirumal Murugan. I got better
marks in chemistry class tests, weekly tests, monthly tests,
etc. In the public exams, I got better marks in chemistry
compared to other subjects, so I took BSc chemistry. After
BSc, I completed MSc and B.Ed, and I decided to become a
chemistry teacher. Presently, I’m pursuing a PhD in
chemistry.

Talia : How do you think teachers develop their passion for
teaching?

Baskar Sir: Passion for teaching can’t be created. When you
become a teacher, i.e., when you’re interacting with different
children, you are preparing children for the society, for the
next generation, for our nation. Based on that, we can
develop ourselves, and based on the children's abilities, we
can help them improve.

Talia: How has your experience at VME been so far?

Baskar Sir: I’ve had a good experience with VME. I have
worked with a lot of private schools and matriculation
higher secondary schools. I have worked with R&D, the
former department of research and development, as a
research associate, where I learnt a lot of things. If I'm
taking chemistry for higher secondary students with
practical explanation, it's only because of my experience
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in the research department. For example, while teaching
class 11 about the different methods of distillation, most
teachers would require a practical set-up, but I can explain
about distillation without equipment like flasks and
beakers, thanks to my experience with R&D.

Talia: Sir, You said you are pursuing your PhD, so after that,
what do you think you will be doing: will you leave the
school or continue teaching?

Baskar Sir: I will continue teaching even after I complete
my PhD, because I like interacting with students.

Talia: Sir, how do you think teachers feel when students
complete 12th grade and leave the school? Do they feel sad
or do they feel happy for the students?

Baskar Sir: Actually, as a teacher, I don’t feel sad, because
up to class 12, students are on a particular level. After
completing class 12, they go onto the next level of their
lives. So, if they get good college admissions, if they are
going abroad to pursue another course or to another
university, I will invariably feel happy for them. On the day
they graduate from school, I feel a little sad, but in the
future, when I see what they’ve grown up to be, I'll feel
proud to have been their teacher.
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Talia: What advice would you give to the present
generation? What's the most important thing that they can
learn from teachers?

Baskar sir: The current generation is not exactly ready to
listen to any advice, so we can only give suggestions and
not advice. Students should listen not only to their teachers
but also to their parents.

Talia: What do you think about the education system? Do
you think it should be improved?

Baskar sir: We cannot say whether it's right or wrong,
especially as a new policy is going to be introduced next
year. The implementation of the new education policy 
 depends on the different states of India and whether they
support or oppose it. I feel our education system is a little
mark-oriented. When students write a 3-hour exam, those
who write well get good marks, but this isn’t a good
criterion to assess a student’s potential and talent. 

Talia: What would you introduce to test students' abilities?
We have exams and tests, but would you want to introduce
something else to make learning fun?
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Baskar sir: By interacting with the students we can analyze
a student’s capacity. Marks are important, but marks aren’t
the only way to test a student’s ability.

Talia: Thank you, sir!

#CLUE
 

DOES THE CHARACTER LIVE IN 
KOREA ? 

-NO
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Mrs.Amudha
 

I joined VME on 1 June, 2009. My
experience with this school has been
phenomenal. The atmosphere in the school
is calm and there is great rapport among
its members. I look forward to making
this eventful journey much more
memorable. 

 
 

Teachers and sub-staff constitute a very important
part of any schooling system, and VME is no
different. All of them work incessantly, and it is with
immense pride that we acknowledge the teachers
and staff members who have diligently worked for
the welfare of VME for over a decade. Read on to
know what they feel about our school and this
magnificent achievement.
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வ��யா ம�த�� எ�டா�ச�யா ப�ளிய�� ப��
ஆ��கைள� கட�� பணி�ரிக�ேற� எ�பத��
மி��த மக���ச�யைடக�ேற�. இ�த ப�ளிய��
�த� நா� ச�� பத�ட��ட� இ��த�. ஆனா�
அ� ச�ல நா�களி� காணாம� ேபான�. காரண�
இ� ப�ளிய�� தைலைம ஆச�ரிைய ம��� சக
ஆச�ரிய�க� கா��ய வழிகா��த�க�.
இ�ப�ளிய�� ��ந�ைல, க�ப��பத�� �த�ய
அ���ைற ம��� பய��ச�க� ஆக�ய
அைன��ேம எ� த�ன�ப��ைக��� �ைண
�ரி�தன. 2011 � இ�� ேச��த ேபா� ச�ற�ய
அளவ�� கணினி ப�ற�ய �ரித� இ��த�. ஆனா�
இ�� க�ைட�த அ�பவேம இ�� கணினிைய
ச�ற�த �ைறய�� ைகயாள ைவ���ள�. இ� எ�
ஆச�ரிய� பணி�� ம��ம�லாம� எ� அ�றாட
வா��ைக��� உத�க�ற�. இ� ப�ளி ஓ�ெவா�
வ�ட�� என�� ஒ� �த�ய அ�பவ�த�ைன�
த�க�ற�. ப�� வ�ட ஆச�ரிய� பணிய��
��தா��பாக அைம�த� என��� க�ைட�த
ந�லாச�ரிய� வ���. இ� வ��� க�ைட�க�
காரணமா� இ��த இ� ப�ளி, ப�ளி �த�வ�
ம��� எ��ட� பணியா�ற�ய அைன��
ஆச�ரிய� ெப�ம�க���� நா� ந�ற�
ெதரிவ���� ெகா�க�ேற�. இ�ப�ளிய�� எ�
பணி ெதாடர ேவ��ெமன எ�லா� வ�ல
இைறவைன ேவ���ெகா�க�ேற�. 

எ��� அ��ட� 
க�. அ�ராதா

Mrs.Anuradha  
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Mrs.Catherine Diana  
My journey in Vidya Mandir @ Estancia started in
the year 2010 as a fresher. VME moulded me as a
teacher. Within a year, I decided to pursue B.Ed.
Teaching young minds is a rewarding profession. A
decade spent in Primary as an educator prepared me
to accept the challenge of senior secondary when the
opportunity arose. 

Teaching is a multifaceted profession. Various
training programmes really made me feel the
"importance of a teacher " in a child's life. I got an
opportunity to be a part of the Nature Club which
gave me immense exposure. I had a very enriching
experience when students and teachers went trekking,
nature walk and bird watching. In the midst of Flora
and Fauna, I felt it was a " Feast of Nature "..... It
also awoke my love for nature. Being a part of the
Interact club gives me colossal pleasure in helping
others. 

I enjoy each and every day in my life as a teacher.
Thank you VME for everything that you have given
me.
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Mrs.Chellammal Balasubramanian

I joined the VME family on 5 January, 2011, as
Manager with 22 years of Admin experience, out of
which a period of 18 years has been expended with a
reputed CBSE school. I have learnt a lot throughout
my career from day one, met different people and
learnt many things from my experience. My journey
with VME will continue for 5 more years with the
Almighty's blessings.

Mrs.Jayapradha.T

The journey that began in 2010 with amazing
mentors has been nothing short of learning for me.
From being a technology shy person to making the
most of it today, from being a teacher to becoming
an experiential learning facilitator, it’s not just our
students becoming holistic personalities, but also us,
teachers, getting groomed along the way. 

The culture at VME and the liberty we have to
experiment with our ideas is what makes me look
forward to work. Every year, a new batch of
cautious caterpillars enter our school and a batch of
beautiful butterflies pass out with flying colours.
Being a part of this metamorphosis makes me feel
young and lively, especially being a science teacher. I’m
grateful that we are not just colleagues; we are a
family. 85/THE IRIDESCENT JEWELS OF VME
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Mrs.Kavitha GD

The objective of teaching is to adopt different learning strategies
and make learning fun and real. The art of education comes
through learning because of the experience it gives along the path. I
started my career with VME back in 2010 as a kindergarten
teacher. My 4 years in KG helped me to foster my enthusiasm for
learning, creativity and teamwork. The fun-filled experience with
the KG team is to be cherished forever. I would like to thank
.Susheela ma'am who up-skilled me with her expertise at the
beginning chapter of mine in Vidya Mandir. 

With the knowledge from my KG team and
guidance from Susheela mam, the next door
opened up to high school, which was an excellent
platform to develop my subject-related
knowledge. The everyday work in high school is
interesting and helpful to me in keeping my
passion for teaching ignited. 

 Maheshwari ma'am stood beside me like a guardian angel throughout
these valuable 10 years in Vidya Mandir Estancia. She supported and
moulded me into a better teacher, playing a vital role in my career. I
am glad that VME is now under the guidance of Mrs. Sankari, who is
an extraordinary administrator with numerous qualities that I look up
to. VME has never failed in imbuing students with quality education
and I am much delighted to be a part of it. I am grateful to the
organisation for making me a part of this wondrous team and the
awe-inspiring set of co-teachers. Experiences are priceless; priceless
experience can be gained only at the right place, and I am in one hoping
this journey with VME to prosper more.
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Mrs.Koteeswari Ramesh 

My journey with VME started way back in 2009 at the time
of its inception. It is nostalgic to recall the experience I had
with the interviewing process. It was so effortless as the
interviewing panel with Maheshwari Ma'am as the Principal of
VME and Bhavani Ma'am as the Principal of VMM
understood and respected the experience I carried over the
years. All this happened exactly at the time when I was looking
for a real change and growth in my career after 17 long years
of hard work elsewhere.
I served my initial years in VME as a KG teacher. I managed
to impress the management with the dedication that I carried
to work every day and that ensued in upgrading my position as
the KG in-charge. I took up the position of KG in-charge in
2012, and after five years of teaching, fun and simultaneously
growing with the Kindergarten, I was made the Vice Principal
for Primary in 2017. All this while, I had the complete support
and encouragement from my family.
Being a Vice Principal was not always fun. It was always
students, their parents, the administration, lesson plans,
observation reports, report cards, bulletin boards, assemblies,
skits, competitions, tests – the list is endless, but I enjoyed
every bit of being able to bring about changes in every
student’s life, and to have got the opportunity to shape them
up. 
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The finest values I look forward to in VME is the freedom
of teaching. There are always ample prospects to upgrade
your teaching skills if you really have the flair for it. At
VME, I had the opportunity to attend various training
programmes. The Educational Leadership programme was the
best training programme, and that has added a lot of value
to my tenure here. It has given me a lot of insight on how to
be an effective leader and helped me contribute my best to
the organisation. The working atmosphere here at VME is
very conducive, and being respected and valued promotes a
positive work culture. 
I have learnt a lot throughout my career at VME. The
Principalship is one of the most rewarding jobs an educator
can have. I am very grateful I have one, and altogether, my
tenure with VME has been a very pleasant and memorable
one, and I will cherish these moments forever. 
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Mrs.Jayashree N

At the outset, I would like to express my sincere thanks to Mrs.
Maheswari Natrajan, our former principal, VME, who gave me the
opportunity to join this institution.  I remember the day when I was
called  by principal to take upon a new field of education, SPECIAL
EDUCATOR. I happily accepted and joined the course. When I
became the special educator, my first challange was to unlearn many
ways of teaching which I had been observing and learnt from my
previous experiences.

My classroom is unlike other classes – speaking
very softly, engaging the children throughout the
class with a smile and fun-filled educational
activities. 

My journey in Vidya mandir  is really enjoyable
as I had the independence to apply various
creative ideas suitable for learning by my
children. 
I am very grateful to our principal, Mrs. Sankari Ravi, for providing
me with several technical learning opportunities to stand in the
pandemic and continue my profession with confidence. My mentor and
Vice Principal primary, Mrs. Koteeswari Ramesh, has guided me
throughout my journey all these years in building my skill acquisition
and knowledge development. I would like to mention my favourite place
in the school, the Library, that has been my secret of success. I
express my sincere thanks to the management and my co-staff for
their continuous support in my profession.
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Mr.Raman K

Teaching is an interesting art. There are so many things to learn
from it. 
 
I am K.Raman, and I have been associated with VME since 2009. I
had very good opportunities to learn many things in VME. I am very
much happy to teach Sanskrit from the classes from 6 – 9 and Hindi
(L3) for the Middle school level. Besides teaching, I had opportunities
to participate in teachers' training programmes and seminars. I should
be thankful to VME for giving liberty to all the teachers to make use
of their creativity. 

Our School provides different platforms to expose
talents of students and teachers in co-curricular
activities . 

My students and I are very much excited and
interested in involving Sanskrit National Olympiad
exams in our school, conducted by National
Olympiad Association, New Delhi, for Sanskrit
students of classes 6 to 10.

As a Sanskrit teacher, I got an opportunity to teach free Bhagavad
Gita Chanting classes for the past 10 years conducted by the school. 
I had a chance to train the students for inter school Sanskrit
competitions. 

I am so proud to be a part of VME.
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principal, and Mrs Bhavani Raghunandan, Director, for the wonderful
opportunity. Inculcating and enhancing the reading skill in students has
its challenges. 
It’s a great feeling to suggest books to readers and get their opinion.
Harry Potter series is a world-renowned series, but there are
readers who don’t like fantasy!! Once the student sets their mind in
completing the series, it results in another aspect of love for the
book. The individuality of the readers and the impact of books
astonished me! They know what they like! A reader can weave a
path for himself/herself.
Keeping up with the trend of new fiction categories, especially teen
and young adult, is a talent which I relish. 

Mrs.Saipriya

Years passed! Can few words express what it is to be a part of
VME? Absolutely NO!
Nevertheless, I made an effort! Just like a book review!!! Yes, a
review it is! When I recall all those years from day one,
(01/06/2009) it overwhelms me. Time flew by! We are in the
threshold of 14th year!
Each and every page of these 13 years is filled with beautiful
moments of adventure, fairy tale, magic, thriller, and so on!!

After completing my stint in three
different institutions, my entry into Vidya
Mandir Estancia is a unique one as my
contribution in building the library started
from day one and the first book!! I am
proud to say that I am the founder
librarian!!! I would like to thank Mrs
Maheshwari Natarajan, founder 
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The Reading Club started in the year 2018, and I enjoy being a part
of it.  I spread my wings when I accompanied the Nature club of VME
in their various expeditions like trekking, bird watching, and night camp.
 
Our motto, "SAHA VIRYAM KARA VAVAHAI- Let the teacher
and student together perform great acts of strength", says it all. My
day in VME starts with a simple pranam to Vidya Ganapathy and I
pray to Vidya Ganapathy, who watches us and showers his blessings
on all our endeavours. 
Thank you VME!!

Mrs.Saraswathy Sethuraman

I am extremely happy to be a part of VME. After having embarked
on my eventful journey with VME almost a decade ago, I can only look
back at former times and feel a surge of nostalgia. I joined VME on 1
June, 2010. Consequently, I've learnt to take up challenges, work with
self-confidence and conduct competitions. I shall forever be indebted to
the school's management for reposing their faith in me.

Thank you, VME!! 
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Mrs.Subhalakshmi Ramachandran

"Education is the passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs
to those who prepare for it today”. Vidya Mandir Estancia has
been a ladder through which my branches spread far and wide
and gave me wings to soar high up to where I am today. 

The journey from a teaching assistant to becoming the head of
the primary school as its Vice Principal has had a plethora of
learning experiences while teaching with zest to bring out the best
in each child. Vidya Mandir has paved the way for not just
learning facts but training the mind to think. A journey in VME
which started off in November, 2009, has kept me going stronger
and stronger. I would like to give back my knowledge to the new
recruits and teach the ethics, values, beliefs and practices of 
VME with confidence to the future generations. Saha veeryam
karava vahai. 
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Mrs.Sukanya 

'ஆ� ேபா� தைழ�� அ�� ேபா� ேவேரா� வா�க'
எ�� ெபரிேயா�க� வா���வா�க�!

வ��யா ம�த�� எ�டா�ச�யா ப�ளிைய ந�ைன��� ேபா�
இ�த வா�க�ய� தா� ந� ந�ைன��� வ�க�ற�.

வரலா����� சா�ச�யா� ந��க�ற� ப�ளிய�� வாய���
ப�ர�மா�ட மர�!

வா��த� ந��ற வ�ளலா�
வ��யாகணபத�

ப�னிர�� வ�ட�க��� �� இ�வ�ட� பாைலவன�!
ஒ��க�� ந�ழ��ைல!

த�ேபா� ப�ைம ந�ைற�த க�கவ� ேசாைலவன�!

��க� ���� ச�ரி���
��காவன�!

2009 ஆ� ஆ�� க��ட ேவைல �ட ��யாத ந�ைலய��
இ�த� ப�ளிய�� பணி�� வ�� ேச��ேதா�.

அ�கால�களி� அ�க� ப�க� ெவ�ச�ல ச�ப�எ�இ
ப�ளிகேள உ��. 
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ெச�ய�� ��த ஒ�ைற ேராஜாவா� அழகா� ��� மல��த�
வ��யாம�த�� ப�ளி. அழ��� அழ� ேச��த� ேபால த��.
க��ரி ர�க� அவ�க� இ�ப�ளிைய� �வ�க� ைவ�தா�.

தளி� நைட ேபா�� ெம�ல வள��த ஆேரா�க�யமான �ழ�ைத
ேபால எ�லா வள�கைள�� அ�ளி�த�த ப�ளியா� ��நைட
ேபா�� மிக���க�ய கால�த�ேலேய ம�ட� ���� ெகா�ட�.

இ�ப�ளிய�� வள��� எ��த ��� ேபா�ற மாணவ�க�
த�க�த�� பத��த ���மாைலகளா�� ச�க�த�� 
ெஜா� ெஜா��க��றன�.

ப��ைற வ��தக�களா� ெச�ற இடெம�லா� ெவ�ற��ெகா�
நா�� உலக�� பவனி
 வ�க��றன� இ� ப�ளி மாணவ மாணவ�ய�.

கணினி வ��தக�க�.... ெபாற�யாள�க�... ம���வ�க�....
வழ�கற�ஞ�க� ....இ��� பல ேமைதகைள உ�வா�க�ய
இ�ப�ளி அழகான �மரி ப�வ� ெப�ணாக வள��� ந���
கா�பவ�க� க�ைண�� க��ைத�� த�ப�க�
இ��க�ற�.

ஒ� க�வ� ந��வன� நா� அத�� பணி ெச�க�ேறா�
எ�க�ற எ�ணேம எழாதப��� அைனவைர��
அரவைண��� ெச��� த�த� வா��த தைலைம!
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ஒ� ���பமா� அ�பா� இைண�� ஆச�ரிய�
பணியா��� அைன�� ம�க�� த�த� �ைறய��
வ�லவ�க�.

க����ைற ேபாக�ய சா�ேறா� க�றைல இனிதா��வ�.
மாணவ�ப�வ ந�க��க� ெந�ச�� ��கா 
இட� ப����� 
ப�மர�தாணியா��. 

அ�பவ���� ஆசானா�
க�வ���� க�ணனா�
உண��க��� வ�காலா�
�த�ய �த�ய ந�� மல�� வ�ணமி� ��காவா� அ�ளி
அ�ளி�ெகா���� காமேத�வா� 
ந�ைன�தாேல இனி��� 
க�வ��ேகாவ�லான�
ந� ப�ளி!

சாத���� ேபா� த���ெகா��� 
ச���� ெபா�� சரியான வழிகா�� வள��ச��
பாைத�� இ��� ெச�ற அைன�� ந� உ�ள�க��
வா�க! வா�க!! 
வள�க! வள�க!! எ�� மனமார வா���க�ேறா�!!

#CLUE 
 

DOES THE CHARACTER LIVE IN 
THE USA ? 

-NO
96
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Mr.Suresh AS

I joined VME in the year 2011 and was given primary
arts as my domain. My journey with VME is a
pleasant and happy experience. The school day,
project day and online classes projected my
importance, and I learnt many new ways to enhance
my teaching. The independence given to me helped my
creative ideas to be implemented on such occasions. I
am thankful to the Management, my fellow teachers
and the sub staff for helping me to continue my
professional career. 

VIDYA PRATIDHWANI | 2021-22
Mrs.Sumathi Thyagarajan

My tenure of 11 years in VME has been memorable since 2011. My
joining in VME has been an important milestone in my life. I consider
myself to be blessed with the outstanding methodology of teaching
system developed and nurtured by the school administration in line
with the latest curriculum to interact with the 
students, imparting invaluable knowledge to
them, as teaching is my passion. I appreciate
the freedom given to the teachers to adopt
the teaching methodology suitable at every level
depending on the child’s ability. I have been
exposed to various effective teaching
strategies. In VME, the teachers and students
together learn and evolve to reach the ladder
of success.
I thank VME for having given opportunities to express my thoughts
as a teacher.
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Mrs.Swetha S
I feel very proud to be a part of the VME family for the last 12
years. I still remember my first day at VME: I had really amazing
experience in handling and spending time with kids. I'm still learning
more day by day from KG kids.
I take this opportunity to thank the management,
staff and Principal for guiding and supporting me
through all these years.
Specifically, the workshops conducted at VME, V-
EXCEL and many more courses have constantly
helped me to improve and hone my skills and 
I can never forget the fun involved in activities while we were
attending these sessions; it has made my learning even more better.
My best wishes to everyone!

Mrs.Umamaheshwari KS

“Do not follow where the path may lead. Go instead where there is
no path and leave a trail”- By Ralph Waldo Emerson.
Starting my career as a primary teacher in June 2009 in VME was
a rewarding experience, understanding the young ones entrusted to
me. Each child is different, endowed with 
different abilities. 
They for sure have made me lively, happy and
feel young. Moving up the rung, as a High
School Teacher, I found this area challenging as
I had to constantly update myself on the latest
developments in my discipline to deal with
children who were knowledge dispensers  
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themselves, with technology at their disposal. Time management,
classroom management, examination pattern and procedures, planning
and organization skills of mine were brought to the fore. It was a
delightful experience to arrange and be a part of trekking, nature
walk, bird watching and night camp when I was at the helm of Nature
club.
A trip to Singapore to participate in the International Science Camp at
National University of Singapore with the children was an everlasting
lifetime achievement.
Indelible memories in thirteen years tenure in VME are eternal.

Mrs.Vandana Rathore

I am Vandana Rathore and I have been a part of the school since its
inception in June 2009. I joined the school as a fresher to this
profession. It's been a journey of growth and fulfilment. I would like to
express my gratitude for providing me with the opportunities for
growth as a KG In-charge and as an Accreditation Coordinator. The
learning experience provided has shaped my personality. The best
experience is always the love showered by students. I have always
loved experimenting and improving my strategies to teach Math. I pray
to Vidya Ganapati for his blessings to help ignite the young minds and
mould them into passionate human beings.
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Mrs. Subha Rajaraman
I have been associated with VME right from its inception.
The highlight of VME is the liberty given to the teachers to
make use of their creativity in teaching.
The favorite part which I always marvel at is the Hi tech
Math Lab.
Math concepts are strengthened in lab using software and
fascinating manipulatives.
Geometric sketch pad facilitates children to learn Geometry
extensively. Children explore using GSP.
VME also provides Heymath, the e-platform, to enhance
teaching Math concepts. 
Animated videos / Lessons / Online tests / Quizzes /
Worksheets help children understand the subject better.
With this technical support I find my teaching pretty easy
and interesting. 
It's been a great experience working here. 
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Mrs.Dhanalakshmi

I joined Vidya Mandir @ Estancia one week
after it was inaugurated. I gradually
developed an interest in the job, and I soon
started loving what I was doing. All the
children were always very energetic and
lively, and their attitude rubbed off on us
too. We started looking after the children
with utmost affection, and this was also a
source of great satisfaction.

I thank the school and the management for
giving me this opportunity . 

Mrs.Karpagam

I was initially working in the Mylapore
branch, and then I joined the Guduvanchery
branch. My duty is to take care of children,
and I love doing that. I am really happy and
satisfied here.
 
Thank you, VME!!
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Mr.Parthiban K

I joined this school on 1 June, 2010 During those
times, there was only one section per class and the
students' strength was also less. I was very eager to
work with the students. I was and am very happy to
see them playing happily .The total strength of the
school was just 246. Currently, it has surpassed
1000. It has been a wonderful journey since then.
Students who were just toddlers back then have
now completed their 12th. When I joined, I got
engaged in tasks like going to the bank for bank-
related work, telephone and electricity bill payment-
related activities, etc. Gradually, the work also
increased, but I got accustomed to it, so it was not
very difficult to adapt. All the children get along
with me well. They are respectful and friendly. It has
been a wonderful experience so far.

Thank you, VME!!

Mrs.Kamalakanni

Vidya Mandir is a very special place, and  I'm
glad to have served here for more than a
decade. The people here are very generous.
The students are very enthusiastic; everyone
converses properly with me. I shall cherish my
memorable moments at VME forever.
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Mrs.Muniammal 

I joined this school in 2009. My journey with
VME since then has been very memorable.
Taking care of children gives me immense
happiness, and it is a duty that I am very
fond of. I would like to thank the
management for giving me this opportunity.
 
Thank you,VME!!
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A.Mukesh Vaithiya
10B

A.V.Aadhavan
8A

Akshara, 6A Aadhiya.S, 8A
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Amoolya.K.A, 9A

Avanthika. A - 12B

Daksha.S, 6B

Achyuthan Raghavan
11B

Did you know?
The cornea is one of the only two parts
of the human body without blood
vessels.



JUST JOKES !!JUST JOKES !!JUST JOKES !!
Teacher: Your
attendance is

very low. I
cannot allow
you to sit for
the exams.

Student: Never
mind, ma'am! I

will take the exam
standing!
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Sarvesh S Davey, 9 C
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V. P. Varsha

Nayanika. M, 1BAdhisna. G



Rishaan S, 1B

Did you know?
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Varshini M, 12 A Shanmathi G, 12 B

Most of the volcanoes
probably stopped erupting
about a billion years ago,
but NASA findings have
suggested there might still
have been active lava flow
100 million years ago, when
dinosaurs were still
roaming.
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Sri Abirami, 12 A Mithra S

S. Divyadarsini R. Harshan
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M. Sai PraneshPingalaa. A

Jasmitha.L, 10B

Strawberries are 

not actually berries, 

but bananas, 
pumpkins, avocados 

and cucumbers are.

Did you know?
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Harini. S SM Kurunagai

Nijaai.N - 6 B
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Joshika L

M. Brindha  
-9 C 

Harshan. D

Olympic Gold Medals
are made mostly of
sterling silver, not
gold. In fact, they
haven't been made of
pure gold since 1912!

Did you know?
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Ramya - 9 C

Thanush - 6 A

#
CLUE

 
IS THE CHARACTER A 

SCIENTIST? 
-YES
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JUSTJUSTJUST   
JOKES !!JOKES !!JOKES !!

BECAUSE THEYBECAUSE THEY  

ALREADY "8" .ALREADY "8" .
=

=
116
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Nikila Varshiny.R

Sowjenya Harikrishnan 
7 A

S. Samhitha, 7A

Did you know?

The Philippines is an
archipelago, which means
it’s made up of a group of
islands—7,641 islands, to
be exact. That figure does
not include the thousands
of sandbars and other
landforms that emerge
during low tide.
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Vibha, 8 C
Pragati D, 5D

Pingalaa. A, 7B
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H. Rohith -7 C S Abirami- 9 A

Rithvik Hariharan, 8C

The world's longest

concert lasted 453

hours, 54 minutes

and 40 seconds.

Did you know?
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Vibha, 8C

Niranjana. S, 4 D

Nithila K, 6 B

Nadiyah Thajudeen, 12 A
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Mahdeeya Fathima, 7 A
Jasmitha. L

10 B

Ameya

Arshad Ahmad, 8 A
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Maneesh G
3B

Rohith Varman

Riya, 1D

SM Kurunagai, 2D

Did you know?
The “German” part of German chocolate cake comes from an
American man—not a European country. Specifically, it’s named
after Sam German, who in 1852 created the formula for a mild
dark baking chocolate bar for Baker’s Chocolate Company, which
was subsequently named Baker’s German’s Sweet Chocolate.
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Karunya.N 
7 C

Shakthisai Karthinathan
4A

Sonia Reddy. G
8C

Yazhini, 8 A 
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Darshana Muralidharan
9 A

Sahana S, UKG B

Abinaya S,  3A

Limes are denser than
lemons; they drop to
the bottom of a glass,
while lemons float  the
top. Out of all these
random fun facts, this
one’s been in front of
our faces (or rather, in
our glasses) this whole
time!

Did you know?
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S J Kavya
8 A

Divya Roshini
6 C

JK Kaavya Shree
8 A



JUSTJUSTJUST   
JOKES !!JOKES !!JOKES !!

=

WHAT DID ONE WALL SAYWHAT DID ONE WALL SAYWHAT DID ONE WALL SAY
TO THE OTHER WALL ?TO THE OTHER WALL ?TO THE OTHER WALL ?
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Lida, 11 C

Shivani, 6 C

Bhargavi, 10C

Did you know?
“Eleven plus two” is an
anagram of “twelve
plus one” which is
pretty fitting as the
answer to both
equations is 13.
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Rakshita, 1 D

S.Veronica - 7 A

Avighna Pitchumani, 12 A

Palaniappan. A, 8A
B.B Adhavan 6B



A CAN'T OPENERA CAN'T OPENER

JUSTJUSTJUST   
JOKES !!JOKES !!JOKES !!
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Samyutha Rajesh
1C
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A. Charan Vaithya
3B

 Adhvika, 2B

S.Prathish Kumar, 7A 

Did you
know?

Cycle-ball is a sport

where players must ride

around a small court,

trying to hit a ball into

a goal using the wheels

of the bicycle alone.
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- Theja, 10 C



INTRODUCTION
Russia, a world superpower, began its military invasion
of Ukraine on 24 February, 2022 . This invasion is said to
be an escalation of the Russo- Ukrainian conflict that
had begun in 2014. The tension between the two nations
had arisen from the collapse of the soviet union in 1991.

UKRAINE AND THE COLLAPSE OF THE SOVIET
UNION
Ukraine is the second largest European country by area.
Its national language is Ukrainian. Its history as a nation
started in 1917. At that time, Ukraine was an
independent nation called Ukrainian People’s Republic.
Between 1917 and 1921, there was a war between the
Ukrainian People’s Republic and the Bolsheviks. In
January, 1919, they invaded Ukraine and it became a part
of the Soviet Union till its collapse. After its collapse in
1991, Ukraine had a choice to emerge as an independent
nation,  and almost 92% of its people wanted their
territory to be an independent country. Thereafter,
Ukraine has been a globally recognised independent
country.

RUSSIA VS UKRAINE
---Manasa, 9B 
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   Fear is something that resides in every human being. Among all 

types of fears, the fear of ghosts is very common. From children to 

adults, many people around the world are afraid of ghosts. This evokes 

an interesting question: "Do ghosts really exist?" 

   There are people who claim to have seen a ghost. For example, a 

man called Dom reckons he saw a skeletal body surrounded by a white 

aura in his early teens. A woman named Clare says she heard noises in 

the ceiling at the same time every night.

Consequently, curiosity pervades the minds of people about ghosts.

   Our brains may add faces to pictures of random noises. Research has 

shown us the fact that patients who avisual hallucinations are more 

likely than normal to see faces in random shapes. Smailes, who had 

conducted a research to find out whether healthy people also 

experience the same condition, says that if it is dark, our brain does 

not get much visual information and is likely to turn its own 

imagination into reality. Most people who have said that they had seen 

ghosts are alone in the dark and scared too.

   People have conducted several studies. One study found out that 

people with higher paranormal faith and higher tendencies to get 

absorbed are more likely to have inattentional blindness. They also 

cannot keep a lot of information in their memory or concentrate on 

more than one thing at a time. Due to this, we might perceive any 

wrong information as a ghost.

   

Ghosts : Do they exist?
---- Nikhitha V, 9 B
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Even though we get information like this, most of us are afraid of

ghosts. There are people who believe in ghosts to an extent where

they become ghost hunters! 3

There have been many photographs where a person who was not

present at the time of taking the picture was present in the

picture, and so on. TAPS, a ghost-hunting team, has recorded

voices and full-body apparitions. 

However, the truth is that science has not claimed that ghosts

exist; this is due to the lack of strong evidences. 

The fear of ghosts does exist among us even now, and people still

say that they have seen a ghost. In the future, we might get a

better answer to this question about ghosts. The fear of ghosts,

though, cannot be eradicated. 

Let’s hope that we get a strong answer to whether ghosts exist in

future.
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DOES THE CHARACTER MAKE 
YOUTUBE VIDEOS ?

-NO



That reminded me of the moment I experienced that is something
opposite to Déjà vu.
The incident was Class 9 getting The Overall Championship Award
in Sanskriti, our Intra-School Cultural Event, for the year 2021-22.
It was surreal when it was told that this was the first time Class 9
got this summit award.
Looking back, I still cannot believe that it really happened and that
we set such a great benchmark.
Our sincere thanks to my classmates of 9 C, teachers and proud
parents.

Déjà vu- The Inexplicable Feeling
--- Rithvik-9C

One evening, I was just gazing at the
newspaper. Suddenly, a word
mentioned in one of the article's
headlines caught my attention.

That word is Déjà vu - the feeling of
having previously experienced
something that is being experienced
for the first time.
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JUSTJUSTJUST   
JOKES !!JOKES !!JOKES !!
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Love – the recipe to heal any nation.
 

The strength that can win a heart,
The power to abolish hate;

The appealing tenderness that wipes tears away,
It's love our immortal soulmate.

 
Rise together with love and fondness,

Remember, unity always counts to victory;
Let our values dwell in warmth of tenderness,

And bloom the spirit of fellowship in the country.
 

Always stand unitedly for divided we fall,
Build the art of thinking independently together;

It's our nation we must be proud of,
Let's consolidate our endearment forever.

 
The strength that can win a heart,

The power to abolish hate;
Secularism and humane is pleasure,
Love together with amity and faith.

BOND OF UNITY
---Mouli Gupta, 10B
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A leader is someone who is characterized by many qualities like
teamwork, hard work, calm, selflessness, and help. 
A leader is someone who always thinks and questions a situation to
come up with a solution. A leader never follows the herd, but he or
she is the one who is followed by people because of his or her ability
to create an impact on people. 
Great leaders in the past such as Mahatma Gandhi, Nelson
Mandela, and so on have always thought of the greater good of
mankind. They have always led by example and have always
directed people in the right direction. 
The qualities found in leaders are not formed within a day or a
week, but they are cultivated through years of hard work, patience,
and learning from failures. 
To conclude, we can say that great leaders are not born great, but
they make themselves great by being selfless. They always think
about the bigger picture and will always try to help people who are
in trouble.To be a great leader, one needs to be a good human first
who is considerate of every living organism around him or her. You
can also be a great leader by cultivating these habits. 

Leadership is all about Selflessness
---Subashree-9C
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BECAUSE IT’S IN THEBECAUSE IT’S IN THE
MIDDLE OF “WATER”MIDDLE OF “WATER”

  

JUSTJUSTJUST   
JOKES !!JOKES !!JOKES !!
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Every year, 8th March is celebrated as the
International Women’s day. This day carries a lot of
significance, for it is the day that celebrates
womanhood - the cultural, political, and socio-
economic achievements of women and girls. From
the historical events of every country, we can
conclude that one major common factor in each and
every revolution, war, conflict and social disparity is
no right for women!. Women have been constantly
denied many basic rights of expression, education
and women are entangled inside kitchens and
households and they are trained from their
childhood to take care of domestic needs. If we take
a look at India during the former times, child
marriage and Sati were common practices. Women
had no independent existence; women have been
constantly seen as a “liability” to the society, why is
that so? Is it because they aren’t talented or
intelligent? The answer is a BIG NO! History is
proof that at all ages, she has fought at her own
capacity for gender equality. The fight for her has
always been hard, but she has never given up !

# Break the Bias
              ---- Anjana Vinu -9C
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Women are breaking barriers and achieving the
impossible every single day. They have proved their
worth with their immense potential, conquering all
the possible fields of life. The idea of promoting this
movement is to remind people that there exists a
bias, whether deliberate or unconscious,
everywhere. Bias makes it difficult for women to
move ahead. Knowing that bias exists isn’t enough.
Action is needed to level the playing field. It’s the
responsibility of every individual to make sure that 
 gender equality prevails, and on March 8 this year,
as we celebrate International Women’s Day, let's
pledge to Break The Bias! Let us work to change the
society and reshape it to a whole new world, where
there are no men and women, but HUMANS.
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मधुर भरी संगीत
 

संगीत एक ऐसी कला
सबको मु� कर देती

बताती है क�व क� अ�भलाषा
सबके मन को �दलाती है �दलासा

 
बांसुरी क� बात सुनकर
हम� शां�त �मलती है

ढोलक क� खुशी के झंकार
उठकर खूब नचाती है ।

 
मीठ� आवाज �पयानो क�
खुशी करती है हम�

रखे हाथ सारंगी क� डोरी पर
करे �र हमारे �ख

 
सबक� समझती है भावनाएंं
बनाती है श�द� को �यारे
ताल सुर और राग से है भरी
मधुर और मनमोहक गाने

---Avighna Pitchumani
XII A
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Have you ever thought about the mystical temple
carvings while visiting a temple? The ancient temples
had a very splendid ‘Ancient Technology’. Let’s take a

look at a few temples with spectacular carvings!
 

Padmanabhaswamy Temple:
This is a mystical snake
carving in the temple. It
pretty much looks like
two snakes entwining
together, but when we
replicate it, we get
something astounding! A
’Square Knot’! There are
many more knots carved
with reference to snakes
in the same temple.

One of them is a complicated knot
with gear mechanism. This one is
considered to be a pattern which
can unlock the vault (Nilavara).

 
 

Exploring Temples’ Technology
-Rakshana. G  IX-C
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Doddagaddavalli temple
This is another statue from an
ancient temple in Karnataka. There
is something similar between the
two pictures, yes! The hole. These
identical holes found on both the
statues are present in the exact
place where our liver (upper right
portion of the abdomen) is
situated! 

This hole's purpose is to manually drain the fluid in the liver when it is not
functioning properly. This process is known as ‘Biliary Drainage’ These

statues show the ‘Ancient medical skills’ too!

This is another great example for
the ‘Ancient medical technology’.
This is also a surgical process
where a hole is made in order to
remove a part of the brain to cure
patients from mental disorders,
anxiety, depression, etc. This is
known as ‘Lobotomy’.
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मेरे �यारे �व�ा मं�दर
 

�दन क� पहली �भात
शु� होती है सुबह के आठ
माता-�पता  के पकड़ते हाथ
खुशी  से जाती उनके साथ

 
खड़ा  था एक बड़ा इमारत
देती थी मुझे ब�त हसरत

कभी दो�त� के साथ करती शरारत
कभी परी�ा के �लए करती खूब मेहनत

 
वह समय था ब�त ही अ�ा
�सफ�  खेल-कूद  और पढ़ाई
कभी-कभी होती है अपे�ा
काश वह �मलता दोबारा !

 
Avighna Pitchumani

XII A
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“Stage fright is nervousness before or during an
appearance before an audience”. 
This is the definition given by Google for stage fright,
but for me, it was not just nervousness. I was the most
diffident and socially anxious person in my class. I
used to be very hesitant to answer teachers’ questions
during classes because to answer, I had to stand up,
which would draw everyone's attention towards me.
One of my worst nightmares is to be watched by
everyone and I'm still battling with this fear. I used to
dread English classes because English classes were
always accompanied by discussions, delivery of the
summary of the lesson, reading the lesson out loud to
the class, etc.

Incident in language class
- Kaamya.D, 11 B
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Once, in my language class, my language teacher gave
me some special work to do. She asked me to sit at a
separate desk, which was placed right in front of the
door, to do the work. I refused. I told her that if anyone
who passed by the door saw me sitting at a separate
desk, they might assume that I was being punished. She
looked at me closely and asked why I cared so much
about what others might think about me. She said that I
knew myself that I was not being punished and that was
more than enough. 
It was then I figured out that the origin point of all my
problems was this question in my mind - “What will others
think about me if I...”. I realised that I spent most of my
time trying to impress the people around me. This
problem was not only affecting my performance in
classes but also my mental health. So I decided that I
ought to change this behaviour of mine and be a
successful student. I started caring less about what
others thought about me and made some bold attempts. 
Today, I’m free of the fear that was controlling me for so
many years. That one incident in my language class
changed my life.
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THEY ARE FILLED WITH FANS!THEY ARE FILLED WITH FANS!
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वे ल�हे
 

बीते जो ल�हे साथ म� वो भूल कैसे पाएगें,
�जतना �र जाय�गे उतना ही याद आएगें । 

 
चाह�गे �जस को भूलना, वह नामुम�कन कर पाएगें,
प�ंच�गे उसी मोड़ पे जहाँ से लौट न पाएगें । 

 
�मलना तो एक �वाब है जो पूरा न होगा,
जैसे क�तूरी को मृग ढंूढता �फरता । 

 
एक चाह रह जाएगी बस तेरे पास,
झूठ� ही सही �दला देना आस ।

 
कह देना �क �मलना होगा �फर एक बार,
जैसे रहता है एक तारा चाँद के पास ।

                                                        
                                                                                    

 -�ेयस सारनाथ
12 A
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I was taken to a building called school, when I was
young

A teacher taught me the alphabet and to count.
 

I thought it was the end,
 

And didn’t know that there was more to come.
 

I grew a little and again went to that building
But landed in a new class and new teachers.

 
Formulae, theorems and Laws
I was taught without any flaws

 
I finished my exams and passed through the corridor
She is still there teaching the same, to a set of new

people.
 

One is clear,
 

” Time runs but the clock stays”.

TEACHER
- V.S Harshavardhan, 12 A
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When we all went to Dubai,
Little did I know that a baby boy,

Would come in the future,
To ask about our adventure,

To the land of shimmering skyscrapers,
Which I had seen only on newspapers,

Until the day we boarded “The Emirates”!
Oh! How could I forget those tasty dates?
I still remember those tantalizing times,

When I had dessert in a desert.
 

I suited up, ready to go to “The Ferrari World.”
And true to its name, it was just “another world” !

 
Off I went to the dubai mall !

 
Although big,

 
Next to the Burj Khalifa, it looked really small !

 
And I - I looked like a guinea pig !

 
Fuming days, and freezing nights,

Magical mosques and colourful lights !
And yet again I had to board a flight.

I utterly enjoyed Dynamic Dubai,
Until that day, when I had to bid goodbye

 

Dazzling Dubai
-Rithvik B, 9 C
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The stars adorn the night sky,
with a faint glimmer of light.

There lies the spherical moon,
which will all get hidden soon.

 
The owls hoot

and the wolves howl;
frightening the living beings,
but not the celestial bodies.

Dark Theme
---Anbuchezian. T, 12 B
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DOES THE CHARACTER KNOW 
YOUR NAME ?

-NO



(Paper)
I helped you to ink,

Why didn’t you think?
You threw me in the bin,

Isn’t that a sin?
(Boy)

 
Sin? You are now a waste,

We have got a better taste.
The world has become digital,

You are no worth to tell.
 

(Paper)
 

I feel for the tree,
Which set me free.

 
You are spoiling Mother Nature and your future.

There is no dearth for inventions,
Till an end to innovations.

You can still use me in many ways
For which I am the base.

I can give you some
 

For which I don’t demand any sum.
 

Arts, crafts and more
Ideas till the earth’s core

Give me a chance to rejuvenate
And make this world a better place

PAPER
---V.S Harshavardhan, 12 A
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Of course ! The empire state buildingOf course ! The empire state building
can't jump !can't jump !
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Long long ago, there was a beautiful forest. A rabbit was living in
the forest with its cute little baby. The baby rabbit’s name was
Ruby. Ruby was very active, wise and energetic. She was happily
living with her mom in their house. Near their house was an
almond tree. A parrot was residing in the tree and it was Ruby’s
friend.

Ruby played with her friends and had a lot of fun. Ruby
liked running and participated in running races with her friends.
One day, she was competing with a deer. They both had a race.
Ruby was running very fast, and suddenly, she fell into a pit
covered with leaves and both her front legs were injured.

Ruby started crying as she was not able to walk. Ruby's mom
asked her to stay at home and went out to bring her some food.
Before leaving, she told her not to come out as she was not in a
position to escape from the wild animals in the forest. The
mother rabbit asked the parrot to keep an eye on Ruby while she
was away.

One big bear saw that the baby rabbit was all alone in the house
and decided to have her for dinner with his family. So, the bear
went to Ruby's house and asked her to come out, but Ruby said,
"No, I won’t come out”. After some time, the bear brought some
carrots and called out to Ruby asking her to come out and eat
the carrots, but she said, “No, I won’t come out”.

THE RABBIT AND THE BEAR
-Mekala Anvik Murahari, 4C
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Later, the bear put on an act and shouted, “Oh My God! Your
mother was caught by a hunter and she is in danger”. Hearing this,
little Ruby became worried and came out although her mother had
told her not to. She looked around and found neither the hunter
nor her mother. Ruby was cheated. The bear came out laughing
cruelly and caught little Ruby. He told her that she was going to be
eaten for dinner.

Ruby’s friend, the parrot, saw this and followed the bear. It saw
the mother rabbit on the way and told her that Ruby was
abducted by a bear. The mother rabbit cried a lot after hearing the
news. The parrot was also a friend of monkeys. So, the parrot
and the mother rabbit decided to take the monkeys’ help. Near
their house, there was a big tamarind tree where a lot of monkeys
were living in without troubling anyone.

The parrot went to the monkeys and explained how the bear had
kidnapped the baby rabbit. The mother rabbit also asked for their
help. The monkeys were so kind that they decided to save Ruby.
The monkeys went to the bear’s cave, fought with him and saved
the baby rabbit. Ruby ran to her mother and cried in fear. The
mother rabbit was very happy as she got her baby back. They
thanked the monkeys for their help.

Although there was no relationship or friendship between the
rabbit and the monkeys, the monkeys fought for the baby rabbit.
The mother rabbit told Ruby that she should help others without
any expectations as that was real kindness and courage. The baby
rabbit was so happy and she slept in her mother's lap.
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LAST NIGHT I SAW A DREAM,
WHERE I ATE AN ICE CREAM.

IT WAS VERY COLD ,
 

MY TEETH WERE SHAKING MILD.
BUT IT WAS VERY TASTY

 
AND THE FLAVOURS WERE PLENTY.

I WOKE UP HAPPILY,
RAN TO AN ICE CREAM SHOP MERRILY!

Ice Cream
-Sai Achyuth. S, 4A
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I am in the ranges,
From where arise the Ganges.

Peaks covered in snow,
Where the cool winds blow.

Covered with trees,
With flowers and bees,

Oh! There runs the Beas,
Watch it with ease.

Beautiful mountain chain,
Which I want to visit again.

Walking through the Himalayas
V.S.Harshavardhan, 12 A
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This is a real story of a small girl named 

SADAKO. Her full name is SADAKO

SASAKI. She is a Japanese girl. America

had dropped bombs over two places of

Japan: Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Due to

the bombing, nearly 2 lakh people were

killed. Sadako was living with her parents,

a mile away from Hiroshima, and hence,

her family survived. She was just 2

years old at that time.

After the reconstruction of Hiroshima,

Sadako began to attend school. And

when she was 11 years old, one day,

while she was playing, she fell down 

and became unconscious. The doctor 

examined herand it was found out that she 

had Cancer. The radiation from the bombs

had caused the cancer. Sadako was

admitted to the hospital. She knew that

cancer would kill people, but she didn’t

want to die. One day, her friend, Chizuko, 

had come to see her. She had brought lots 

of papers and made Sadako a paper crane. 

(Japanese worship bird – Crane) She told 

Sadako, "If you make 1000 paper cranes like 

this, the cancer will be cured". This is a belief

of Japanese people. Sadako believed that

she would be cured and started making the

paper cranes. At first, she made 20

cranes a day. But, as days passed, she

was becoming very weak and couldn't

make even 3 of those cranes a day. She

knew that death was nearing, but she 

didn’t stop making the cranes. When she

made the cranes, she would forget all of

her sadness.

Sadly, on 1995 October 25, Sadako died.

Sadako’s bed was full of paper cranes.

There were totally 644 paper cranes, i.e.

356 more paper cranes had to be

made to reach the 1000 mark. Her

friends made those 356 cranes and

there the objective of 1000 paper cranes

was

accomplished. Sadako’s wish was fulfilled.

In her lifetime, she was brave and 

determined. She never stopped the process

that she had started. Her friends thought 

that they should build a memorial for her.

so

they raised funds from the public, and in

the central part of Hiroshima, they built

her memorial. The statue in the

memorial depicts Sadako standing on the

Mountain of Paradise, holding a golden

crane in her outstretched hands. They

named it as Children’s peace Monument.

Their wish is engraved on its base.

Thousand Paper Cranes
- PS. Mukesh Krishna, 7B
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A little bit of laughter,
A little bit of tears,

A little bit of happiness,
A little bit of fear.

 
Enjoy the laughter,
Release the tears,

Embrace the happiness,
Forget the fears.

 
Enjoy every moment you get,

 
Regret NOTHING,

 
And always remember...LAUGH!

Laughter
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The sparrows' melody is diminishing
 

All that we hear are the deafening sounds
of

Devastating cities.
 

Thou see them fly over the city
But they cry with anxiety.

 
Though folks had a home, wealth, and

good,
They are too busy to construct a

livelihood.
 

For the true composers of music.
 

Dear sparrow, thy music from thy
 

mouth,
Must never go...

Fading Voices Of Sparrows
- Aadhavan AV, 8 A
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Besides red blood cells, platelets and plasma, our blood also
has white blood cells.

White blood cells or leukocytes, as they are also called, are
important as they play a major role in the immune system.
They protect us from diseases and germs.

Let us take a look at the five major types of WBCs(white
blood cells). They are :

Neutrophils - one of the first cell types to the site of infection.
These cells engulf harmful invaders and kill them. This
process is called
phagocytosis.

Basophils - These cells release a chemical called histamine
which dilates blood vessels and increases blood flow and thus
helps transport WBCs to the infected site.

Eosinophils - These are ones which combat parasites.

Lymphocytes - They create antibodies to fight against
harmful invaders.

Monocytes - They clean up damaged cells and dead
microorganisms. Hence, they are called the ‘garbage trucks’ of
our immune system.

Soldiers of the Body
- Hrishikesh Gururajan, 5 B
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IN THE RIVER BANKIN THE RIVER BANK



There are several different stories behind Vijayadashami, which is
celebrated every year at the end of Navratri. Let me share one
such story that I read and heard as a child.

Ramayana is a well-known epic, and in it, the last part of the
Yuddha Kandam (War Chapter) tells us how Lord Rama, the 7th
incarnation of Lord Vishnu, slew the demon Ravana.

Ravana, who had received many boons over his lifetime, had one
such boon that made him nearly immortal. After putting his heart
and soul in penance to Lord Bramha for many years, Brahma finally
arrived and ended his pain. Brahma asked Ravana what boon he
wanted, to which Ravana replied that he wanted the boon of
immortality. But this boon was impossible for Brahma to grant. It
would oppose the laws of the world, and Brahma himself wasn’t
immortal – he just had a much longer lifetime than a human. So,
Brahma told Ravana that he couldn’t grant that wish, but instead,
he would give a boon to Ravana which allowed all his powers and
strength to be concentrated in his navel region, and that would
make him nearly immortal.

Rama was fighting against Ravana to free his wife, Sita, from
Ravana’s clutches. Even though Rama vanquished Ravana’s
army and his sons almost single-handedly, Ravana’s boon made
him literally invincible.
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Rama repeatedly cut Ravana’s 10 heads, but when one head
vanished, another appeared as a substitute; there was almost no
hope, but when one’s ambitions and goals are virtuous and
determination is not lost, then even in the direst situations, a path
will be found, and so was the case of Rama’s.

Vibhishana, the brother of Ravana, supported Rama as he knew his
brother was wrong. He told Rama about Brahma’s boon to Ravana:
Ravana’s strength was concentrated at his navel region, thereby
making the rest of his body immortal. If Ravana was hurt anywhere
else, he would heal instantaneously. Rama with rejuvenated force
aimed and nocked his arrow at
Ravana’s naval region. The arrow unfailingly ended Ravana’s life.

The day which Rama defeated Ravana is known as Vijayadasami, as
good won over evil.

On this day if anything new is begun or if the learning of any new
skill is initiated, it is said to end successfully.
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Thoughts on Tolerance 
- S. Shyamsundhar, 11 B  

Tolerance. The dictionary defines this word as sympathy or
indulgence for beliefs and practices that differ or are
conflicting with your own. Nowadays, the concept of
tolerance is seen more in dictionaries than in the real world.
People are just not willing to listen to the other side, the
other argument, but remain convinced that their argument
is correct, no matter what the amount of counter-evidence
brought up is. This is a serious concern for us as a society, a
nation and as a world.

About 75 years ago, our constitution was forged. It was born
out of mutual respect, understanding and cooperation.
Essentially, the constitution was born out of tolerance. That
tolerance was forged during much more troubled times.
When tolerance was possible in such a dire situation, why
can’t it be possible in a much less grave situation?

Without tolerance, several things we now take for granted
are bound to disappear. Our very freedom is based on the
concept of tolerance, without which no one has the freedom
to do anything except by force. Suspicion and mistrust
spawn from non-tolerance and destabilise the pillars of
society and our nation. Curiosity takes an impact too. One
can’t be curious about something without the desire to
understand it, and in essence, be tolerant of it.
Understanding and accepting the values of others too is
impossible without tolerating them first.
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Tolerance was the basis of Mahatma Gandhi’s
principles. If he was able to defeat the British through
tolerance, why can’t we face our daily challenges with
tolerance? Let’s now look at some ways we can be
tolerant in our daily lives. First, we can be tolerant
towards our friends and family. Back then, when
everyone lived as a joint family, tolerance was a
necessity. Nowadays, we see divorces, children being
abandoned, etc. All this could be resolved if people are
just more tolerant. In the end, the opposite of being
tolerant is just being hateful, and no one wants to be
that person who hates everyone around them.

In conclusion, it takes just a glance at the headlines of
newspapers today to see the consequences of
intolerance in the world. From random heated
arguments online to standoffs between nations, almost
every conflict can be linked to intolerance between
two parties. Being tolerant of each other is the first
step we must take to understand each other in order
to create a better world and a better tomorrow.
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Diwali symbolises the spiritual victory of light over darkness, good 
over evil and knowledge over ignorance. The lights of Diwali signify a 
time to destroy all our dark desires and thoughts and to carry on 
with our goodwill for the rest of the year.

Why is Diwali celebrated?
Diwali is celebrated to mark the death of Narakasura. When he had 
his last breath, he said that no one should be sad about his death. He 
wanted everyone to be happy on that day and celebrate the day as 
Diwali.

Who is Narakasura?
Narakasura, also known as Naraka, was a mythical asura king. He 
was the son of Bhudevi, said to be fathered either by the Varaha, an 
incarnation of Vishnu or Hiranyaksha. His mother, the earth, sought 
the boon from Vishnu that her son should have a long life, and that 
he should be all-powerful. Vishnu granted these boons.

How was Narakasura killed?
As promised to the Devas and Aditi, Krishna attacked the 
impregnable fortress at Pragjyotisha, riding his mount Garuda with 
his wife, Satyabhama. A great war was fought where Narakasura
attacked Krishna and rendered him unconscious. A livid Satyabhama 
retaliates and kills Narakasura.
Diwali is celebrated with much enthusiasm in all parts of India. In 
this festival, the defeat of Narakasura represents the destruction of 
the evil and we light up various oil lamps to banish darkness. 
Shopping and exchanging gifts are a big part of the celebration with 
new clothes, jewellery, sweets, diyas, and fire crackers top the list of 
gifts given to show your love and honour to those you hold dear.

Festival of Lights- DIWALI

- N Jitesh Raghav, 5B
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During the 18th century, in a tiny desert village near Jodhpur in
the state of Rajasthan, a rather moving historic uprising took
place. One brave woman, Amrita Devi by name, stood up to
prevent the deforestation of the Khejri trees. She was ready to
lay down her own life to protect those trees. Soon many people
from that village joined her and hugged the trees to prevent
them from being cut down. From Rajasthan, the idea spread to
Uttar Pradesh and then all over India. On that day, if that Brave
woman hadn’t taken the initiative to protect those trees with her
life, then thousands of trees would have been felled in India and
the ecosystem would have had a great hole it could never fill
again.

The same way, in everyone’s life, there will come a time in which
they will have to stand up for their beliefs, even if everyone else
opposes it. But it’s up to them to decide between having the
courage to stand up against everyone else and forgetting their
belief and joining the crowd. Though it may be easy to agree
with the crowd, the satisfaction that one gets by standing up for
himself/herself will never be achieved by doing anything else.

Nelson Mandela once said, “The brave man is not he who does
not feel afraid but he who conquers that fear”. Having courage
doesn’t mean being fearless, but it means to conquer that fear; it
means to stay put no matter what comes our way, whether it
makes us scared or even terrified, we have to keep going on our
path and that will eventually lead us to our goal. 

It’s easy to stand in a crowd, but it 
takes courage to stand alone

-Achyuthan Raghavan-11 B
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A COLDA COLD
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Tolerance is the need of the hour

-Achyuthan Raghavan-11 B

The best definition of tolerance was given by Robert Green Ingersoll
who said, ‘Tolerance is giving to every other human being every right
you give yourself'.

We always hear our parents, teachers, and elders say, “inculcate
tolerance”. But we never realize its significance and often dismiss them
with annoyance as another sermon to be discarded. Tolerance is more
of respecting a fellow human being through patient listening.
Tolerance refines human relationships, and once we possess this virtue,
a sense of self-contentment will automatically pervade us.
Furthermore, tolerance is a prerequisite for a calm and peaceful mind
that helps us make rational decisions. Through tolerance, we can
understand people better, therefore, contributing to successful group
efforts  

On the subject of tolerance, I am reminded of a popular advertisement
where one man repeatedly spits betel nut after chewing it on another
person’s porch, day after day. Contrary to expectations and instead of
an impulsive or angry response, the other person cleaned the mess
every day with such tolerance that the man spitting betel nut gave up
his unhealthy habit. When I first saw this advertisement, I rolled my
eyes as I saw some of you doing so now, but what we must understand
is that this advertisement is a perfect example of how great a quality
tolerance is and how it teaches us that by tolerating someone, not only
are we becoming better persons, but we are also changing other
people’s lives for the better, we are reforming them thereby truly
contributing to the society. I can see on some of your faces an
expression which conveys: ‘Preaching is easy but practising …’? Believe
me, it is possible if we put enough effort and are willing to turn over a
new leaf when required.
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Till now, I talked about the importance of tolerance, but let me also
highlight why intolerance is a necessity sometimes.

Albert Einstein once said, “The World is in greater peril from those who
tolerate or encourage evil than from those who actually commit it”.
 
If we tolerate injustice or evil, not only are we making the mistake of
letting someone else pursue the wrong path unhindered, but we
ourselves are unknowingly treading an incorrect course. It is said that a
person who watches an obvious crime silently is even more guilty than
the main accused. 

Standing alongside wrongdoers, tolerating them, and not confronting
them, is a crime that we must never commit. We must demonstrate our
efforts to correct people when they make mistakes and not always
tolerate those mistakes. We must learn what to tolerate and what not to
tolerate as that is a vital part of our lives.

/STUDENTS' CORNER
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#CLUE
 

IS THE CHARACTER A SPORTS 
PERSON ? 

-NO



India is a country that emanates unity and diversity.
Fortunately, we have some people who protect our country
from the direst dangers, thereby guarding its sanctity.  

Upon reading the title and drawing inferences from the
aforementioned statements, it would have become evident
that the people I was referring to initially are our country’s
soldiers. Let me ask us all one particular question. Have we
spent a moment, that one insightful moment, to assess the
true importance of our soldiers? Well, if we haven’t, I hope
that we can do so together. We see our soldiers fighting
valiantly, and some of them lose their lives in the process.
We do mourn their loss, but this agony is short-lived as is
everything on this planet. Now, let’s think of a hypothetical
situation. What if our soldiers relinquished their jobs and
resorted to living their lives the way they wanted? This
may seem to be an absurd scenario, but when some of us
can give in to the slightest of pressure-filled moments, this
scenario is certainly worth considering. With that being
said, we can contemplate the hypothetical scenario that I
brought up. Will we stand a chance against the brutal,
impending threats if we have no soldiers at all? Obviously
not. It is the altruism of soldiers that sets them apart. 

A tribute to our brave hearts who toil to save our soil
-Jayadeep B, 11 B
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They fight danger lurking in every direction and only
think only about the lives of their nation’s people. They
too have families, but staying away from them requires
tremendous tenacity. Soldiers toil relentlessly to save
our soil. Our soldiers truly deserve our respect, and we
owe them that respect. Santosh Babu, a valiant soldier
who laid his life down for us, is somebody we can look
up to. We ought to be proud of our soldiers for their
unwavering zest and gallantry. ‘Thanks’ is a very small
word to express our gratitude, and it simply wouldn’t
suffice. We shall forever be indebted to our dear
soldiers because every moment that we spend is a
consequence of their effort.
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OPPORTUNITIES DON’T HAPPEN, YOU
CREATE THEM

-Achyuthan Raghavan and Jayadeep B, 11 B

“Opportunities don’t happen, you create them.” This quote of
Chris Grosser sounds quite familiar, right? It’s probably
because we all are acquainted with the importance of
opportunities.  

But what are these opportunities? Opportunities are what
foster the right environment for us to accomplish our goals.
In our lifetime, we come across people who seem to be living
their dream life with joy and contentment. We often group
these people to be lucky, but that isn’t always true. Behind
any success, there are tears, sweat, day and night of endless
problems. But those who we group as lucky are the ones who
truly understand their worth, believe in themselves and
would do anything to achieve their goals. These are the
qualities that one aspires to have, and the traits that open up
opportunities.

As Jackson Brown once said, “Nothing is more expensive
than a missed opportunity.” A good opportunity wasted can
never be retrieved. We must make the right use of
opportunities in life no matter when they are available.
Identifying our strengths and weaknesses also becomes
possible with the help of opportunities. This lays the
foundation for the creation of many other opportunities as
well.
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For creating our own opportunities, we should pursue our
goals relentlessly and try being idiosyncratic instead of
following the regular trend. If we’re competent in our
work and know ourselves very well, then our efforts are
bound to obtain fruition. These are the qualities that the
creation of an opportunity by any person entails: hard-
work, perseverance and skills. Creating an opportunity is
essentially establishing the right stage for you to
accomplish your goals.

An intrinsic aspect of opportunity creation is being able
to identify an environment conducive to opportunities.
Being open to anything remotely close to your
aspirations is the first step to identifying your
opportunities.

After identifying the right opportunities, utilising them to
their complete extent is the next step. 
 
Everyone in the world possesses a unique skill, and if that
skill is identified and applied effectively, it will help the
whole world grow and help those struggling to achieve
their version of success.  
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Thus, opportunities don’t happen, you create them.
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JUSTJUSTJUST   
JOKES !!JOKES !!JOKES !!

STAY HERE, I’M GOING ONSTAY HERE, I’M GOING ON
AHEAD (GOING ON A HEAD)AHEAD (GOING ON A HEAD)
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Rivers: Our Pride to Nurture and Save
- Smruthi TN, 11 C

The Indian subcontinent is famous for various things- spices,
festivals,textiles,food,culture and most importantly her beautiful geography. For
instance, there are the Himalayas, the Northern plains, and the Deccan Plateau.
But what brings all these into the spotlight is the system of rivers in India.
Leonardo da Vinci once said, “rivers are the driving force of all nature”.

When I think about India's geography, the first thing I remember is the rivers.
The Ganges, indus, Brahmaputra, narmada, Yamuna, the beas(pronounced b-y-
a-a-s), tapi, and the list keeps going on! In fact, India is known as the land of
rivers which adds to the pride of our country. 

These mighty river bodies not only add beauty but also play a huge role in the
economic development of the country. The rivers of India provide plenty; for
example, they are a good source of irrigation, and provide fertility to soils. Rivers
also generate electricity, provide a livelihood for fishermen and water for
domestic uses. They also help in moderating the climate and environment. Don’t
you all think we take our life-savers for granted? As they say, “what you get for
free, you tend to take it for granted"! Not just as citizens, but also as humanity,
we must take real good care of our mother earth and her offsprings.
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Let’s all come together and hope to bring a change by contributing to awareness programs such as
Namami Ganga and Namami devi Narmade to save the precious gems of our country!
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Hey there! I’m Ram Amar. I know what you thought when you read this
title: a cliche story that tells you to do something that your parents, teachers
and literally everyone tells you to do. However, let me assure you, that’s
exactly how this story is gonna be, with the exception it might be a little
funny and maybe inspiring, I'll leave that to you to decide.

One day, I woke up and got ready for school. The time was precisely 6:00 AM
when I left my house. I got on my cycle and quickly rode to school. I zipped
past Gubera’s Coffee shop and went through the path of the mared park, and
cycled 2 more blocks to reach school. I had Math Club to attend. We were
getting ready for an upcoming Mathematics and logical reasoning
competition. Wait a second, let me tell you why I was going that early. Well,
usually, I wake up only at 7 AM, but once every week, on Wednesday, I
would wake up at 5:30, so I could get to school by 6:15 AM. Why should I get
to school by 6:15? No, not because Math Club starts that early, but because I
didn't want anyone to see me at Math club; they’d think I’m a geek. 

I would be the first person to get to school on Wednesdays, lucky for me the
school security guard opens up the school at 6 am, so by the time I get to
school, I can slip inside unnoticed.

I waited for an hour for my math Club buddies to show up, and finally, we
started working out problems. This though many people disagree is the best
thing to do. Solving problems helps me think better, and keeps me cool. Just
like Baseball for Barry, a school Jock, it soothes down his nerves when he’s
stressed out. 

By 8 AM, we were done with the Club and I quickly got into my classroom
before anyone could see me. Except Math Club, all other clubs are after
school. Since I got elected president of Math club, I made sure it was before
school. The other students, except me and my friends at the Math Club, only
start flowing in at 8:15. 

How I Learnt to be Myself
- Achyuthan Raghavan-11 B
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You still might be wondering why I leave at 6 AM.  For math Club that
starts at 7 AM, even if I get to school by 7 AM, no one would notice me
because people only start coming to school at 8:15, well if life was really that
simple, alas it’s not, 2 houses to the left of mine, lives Raj, the school 
 photographer. If he found out I was in Math Club, the news would spread
like wildfire, and I would be marked a Nerd my whole High school life, just
thinking about it made me shiver. That’s why I left extra early, before Raj
wakes up, so he would never discover my secret.

If you haven't figured out yet, I used to be a coward who was losing his
personality, trying to hide something I’m good at because I thought if
people found out about it, they wouldn't be friends with me. All my
thoughts would change after an extraordinary life changing event, read on
to find out what happened.

The 50th Edition of the Inter school Math and Logical Reasoning
competition was scheduled on the 30th of January. With 5 more days to go,
my team and I were extremely excited. We lost to Red Boys school the last
year, and to the Golden Marg school the year before that, both during the
semi finals. This time, we were determined to get to the Finals and 'fingers
crossed' win the Cup for the first ever time against the Top 5 Teams out of
the 250 which participate.

You’ll never believe it, but that's exactly what happened. My team and I
went through the first 5 levels with ease, and this brought us to the top 10.
Now, the one-on-one knockout rounds would start and guess who we went
against on our first one-on-one, yup, you're right, the Red Boys school.
They sneered at us reminding us of our loss against them, but this time we
weren’t giving up; we put all our effort, skill and speed and finally won the
round. Finally, we cleared the semifinals for the first time, but that wasn't
all, we would need to beat the other 4 teams for the cup.
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In the finals, we would be given only 5 questions, the team to answer the most
questions correctly and quickly would win; the faster we answered, the more
points we’d get. This round was all about speed and accuracy. The first
question was displayed; my team and I put on our thinking caps, and solved
the problem as fast as we could, and we were the first ones to ring the buzzer.
We gave our answers. For 2 seconds, my heart almost stopped, and the 3rd
second, a green light was displayed, and 'Hooray', we were correct. One
question done, 4 more to go. We were not fast enough for the next 3 questions,
The Robbie school of excellence got 2 questions and the CDS school got
another question right. 

We didn't come all this way to lose, so I gave my team a quick pep talk before
the last question was displayed. Everyone was ready; the question was
displayed and I calculated the answer so fast that I literally pressed the buzzer
the second after the host read the question out. My team was shocked, for I
didn't even discuss it with them. I regretted that, but I gave my answer
and…….

This time, I thought I would get a heart attack, but just before I could, the
room filled with a green light and my team was cheering. I answered so fast
that we beat The Robbie school of excellence by 20 points. I couldn't even
believe that we won the cup. When I finally came to my senses, I started
cheering with my team.

The next day was Monday and I went to school at 8 am. At 8:30, our school
assembly began and our principal arrived at the podium to make a quick
announcement. I never guessed that the announcement would have my name
in it. My principal announced that we had won the 50th Edition of the Inter
school Math and Logical Reasoning competition, and called out all the names
in our team. How did I not see this coming? Well, I don't know, but I was
shocked in two ways: one, I was happy that we were being applauded, and two,
i was scared that my mask had been thrown away. All I had worked to hide
that I loved math for the last few years was washed away by a small
announcement.
I enjoyed the brief moment we were called to the stage and re-handed our
trophy from the principal, but I knew what was going to come. My whole High
school life was now going to be spoiled, or so I thought.
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All my friends outside the Math Club patted me on the back and shook my
hands. A lot of new people became my friends. I'm not going to lie, yes, some
people thought I was a Nerd, and sometimes, I was made fun of for being a
math geek. But now I was free; I didn't have to hide, and all my true friends
were still my friends. My high school life wasn’t spoiled. It did completely
change, but it changed for the better. And that was only possible because
people got to know who I truly was.

Today, I’m a Math Professor at a University and I probably would not be living
my dream Job if I hid like that in High school. I attended way more
competitions and olympiads, got into a great College, majored in Math, did my
PhD, and today, I’m living life like how I've always wanted to. I love teaching
Math, and not to brag, but my students tell me I’m good at it.

So that’s my story. My principal broke my secret, but not everyone's principal
is going to break theirs. It’s up to us to stop hiding, come out of the dark and
truly be who we really are, because that’s when we can actually Enjoy Life.

The End
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Dear heart!!!
Avighna Pitchumani, 12 A

 
Everyday I wake up,

I wish I were you,
that strong and hardworking attitude

makes me jealous of you.
 

Sometimes you are happy,
Sometimes you are worried
Even though you are living,

Nobody gives you a hand that you need.
 

I wonder what you think of me
adequate or inferior?

when I look into the mirror
You make me feel prettier.

 
Sometimes you are scared,
Am I doing the right way?

But whatever you do
Is for your very good day.

 /STUDENTS' CORNER
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Education is a way of forming the soul. It represents a
significant chapter in each human being’s life. Joseph Addison
had rightly said, “What sculpture is to a block of marble,
education is to the soul”, comparing a block of marble to the
soul and sculpture with education. A human soul without
education is like a marble in the quarry which shows none of its
inherent beauties until the sculptor fetches out the colours,
makes the surface shine, discovers every ornamental cloud,
spot and vein that runs through its body and turns it into a
beautiful sculpture.
Education is the process of facilitating learning, or the
acquisition of knowledge, skills, values, morals, beliefs and
habits. The importance of education can never be undermined.
Education is actually a powerful weapon to improve one’s life.

Education – The Essence of Life
 

-Nadiyah Thajudeen ‘XII A’
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 It  is  a  lifelong process that ends only with death.
A man is always urged to be better, and it is necessary to be
better. It is also necessary to help each other to become better;
this makes us realize the act of education.
Education transforms a civilization, enlightens our
understanding, molds our character and makes us independent.
It trains not only the mind, but also the body and soul.
Education teaches the value of discipline and enables
individuals to express their views efficiently. It dispels
ignorance. It helps them live a good life and makes them view
obstacles as challenges to overcome with no fear. It also makes
a man self-sufficient. When education works on a noble mind, it
draws out to view every latent virtue and perfection.
A philosopher, a saint, a hero and a wise man often lie hidden
and concealed in a commoner, which proper education can
unearth and bring to light. Everyone is entitled to have
education ‘’from cradle to grave’’ which can shape each person
in the best way.
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JUSTJUSTJUST   
JOKES !!JOKES !!JOKES !!
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By: Mrs. Valarmathi T
- M/O Tanya Dev, 2 D

 By:Mrs.Manodivya K  
M/O S.Niranjana, 4 D
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#CLUE 
 

IS THE CHARACTER DEAD ?
 

-YES



Komala Raghavan - Mother of
Achyuthan Raghavan, 11 B
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By: Mrs. Valarmathi T - M/O Tanya Dev, 2 D



MRS. MANODIVYA K - MOTHER OF S.NIRANJANA, 4 D
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By: Mrs. Valarmathi T - M/O Tanya Dev, 2 D
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The Trail 
 Mrs. Gowri Bhargav (M/O Vyasa Achar, 7C, and

Gayathri Achar, 12A)
 

In solitude, I saunter along a verdant trail,
Beside a placid lake that shimmers with the mellow

rays of sun... 
The cool zephyr gently pirouettes with the susurrating

leaves that fall gently to form a vibrant carpet,
Birds like songsters fill my ears with dulcet songs,

My throbbing heart resonates with glee,
The intoxicating fragrance from the wildflowers,

Makes me transcend to a realm afar,
The juicy berries hanging in bunches,

embroider the stretch in shades myriad.
A feast to all my senses, my tranquil soul is at peace,

Lost am I in the lap of nature,
my companion she is always and forever,
A rendezvous with HER, I enjoy blissfully.
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JUSTJUSTJUST   
JOKES !!JOKES !!JOKES !!
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With experi-mints!
 



 Errant Children 
- Mrs. Anita Subramanian (M/O Srivatsan GS, Class 6A)

 
A small invisible germ, born out of human 

callousness, decided to kiss all and sundry;
the kiss of death.

It silently went about its work with hushed 
footsteps, Its footprints could be traced,

only when the evil lover switched paramours. 
Unloyal and uncouth, he ensnared one and all, 

with no regard to border, race et al.
Is it the germ?? Or mother nature being firm;

And giving back in equal measure,
The meanness we sow in leisure.

Errant children, we've been;
from you some benevolence we seek to glean;

the planet is already on its knees,
begging for a reprieve.

Spare us, this ghoulish lover,
whose amorous kisses have sent thousands to 

eternal sleep; and left thousands panting for 
breath.

The universe is in confines,
looking up to you, to tide through these troubled 

times; to end this pandemic,
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which in ignorance, we've unleashed.
Our hands are red and sore of washing;

our faces calloused with masks,
our healers and caretakers are tired,
please catch them before they fall.

Errant children we've been; opened the pandora's 
jar, unwittingly, which was given to us, so 

trustingly.
And now helplessly, we look up to you,

to come to our rescue.
Errant children we've been.
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 The Eventful journey of Mentoring, Losing
and Winning 

-Bhadri V (F/O Roopak Bhadri, 2C, and Rithvik B, 9C)

I would like to share a story that happened some
years back, and that incident made me understand
the supreme joy of coaching and mentoring. Also,
it made me realize “Losing is sometimes winning”.

That time, Rithvik was in Class 2 and he started
learning chess. He would play chess with me
every day. But every day, he would lose. He would
cry and start complaining to his mother and would
say he would never play chess with me again. But
then, the next day he would come and play and
lose and...
The same script happened for some 2 years.

Even though he was losing every time, the
following things also started happening. Every day,
after the game, we would then revisit the game by
analysing the mistakes he did as well as the good
moves he made. He may make new mistakes, but
we ensured that he would not repeat any of his
earlier mistakes.
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Eventually, one day, he managed to win. He was
jumping up and down as if he won the world
championship ,  even I felt very happy for him.

That day, I realized the following...
As long as I was winning, I was winning a chess
game.

Finally, when Rithvik won, he won the game and
along with that I too won as his dad, coach and
mentor.

PS: Now I have started playing chess with Roopak
(he is in Class 2, and the story continues...)
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Children nowadays have their hands full with school, extra-
curriculars, arts, hobbies, sports and the list goes on. What can help
keep them going and increase their brain power too? Nothing can
better activate them than Music and Fitness. Listening to music
while exercising doesn’t just relieve boredom — it can help improve
the quality of your workout by increasing your stamina and putting
you in a better mood.

In fact, working out raises your IQ far more than playing an online
brain game. Fitness in the form of Yoga is a holistic tool for
everyday health.

Music activates both the left and right segments of the brain at the
same time, and the activation of both hemispheres can maximize
learning and improve memory.

A regular practice of Yoga as part of a routine will give the child
much-needed physical fitness and keeps you active. It focuses not
only on physical health but also on mental and emotional wellbeing.

Yoga is an ideal solution to most of our problems as it helps tackle
stress and depression, giving a positive, happy, and healthy
attitude.

It is sure to help their personality grow in the right direction which
will ultimately help them flourish and be a great gift to society.

Indulge yourself in a lot of Music and Fitness and enjoy yourself!

Mrs.Pushkala - Mother of Shreyas, 8 C, and Anirudh, 11 B
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कः चाण�यः ?
पुरा एकः महा�व�ान् आ�सत्। त�य नाम �व�णुगु�तः।
सः चाण�य: इ�त ना�ना ��स��: आ�सत्।
तेनैव कारणेन मैय� सा�ा�यम् व�ध�तवत्। सः चं�गु�त�य
आचाय�:, आमा�य: च आसीत्। त�मीन् काले नाल�दा,त�शीला
इ�या�द महा�व�ालये आ�ताम्।
ते�य: बह वह प��डता: उ�प�ा: अपवन्। तेन अथ�शा��ं,
चाण�यनी�त: इ�या�द ��स�ै �नथै �ल�खतै।
अ�तन काले अ�प त�य �नथानाम् ��स�ा: भव�त।
सः राजनी�त:, �व�ान शा��म्, अथ�शा��ं,
औषध �व�ानम् इ�याषु �वशेषु अ�धत पा��ड�वम् �द�श�तवान्।
त�मीन् काले भारतदेश�य महती क��त�: आ�सत् ।

Mrs.Lakshmi Pitchumani

-Mother of Aksharah-9B and Avighna-12A
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BECAUSE THE AMERICAN SAIDBECAUSE THE AMERICAN SAID
HIS FAVORITE FOOD WASHIS FAVORITE FOOD WAS

CROW'S AUNT (CROISSANT)CROW'S AUNT (CROISSANT)

JUSTJUSTJUST   
JOKES !!JOKES !!JOKES !!

- Achyuthan 
Raghavan, 11B

He is mad ! He
is gonna gobble
up my aunt !
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த�ன�ப��ைக (க)வ�ைத
--- Mr.Baskar.S (Chemistry Department)

 
ம�ைண ��� வள�வ� 
வ�ைதய�� த�ன�ப��ைக 
வ��ைண ேநா�க�� பா�வ� 
வ��கல�த�� த�ன�ப��ைக 

ஒளி�த உ�வ�ைத கா��� ெகா��ப� 
உளிய�� த�ன�ப��ைக 

வ���தா�� எ��� ஓ�வ� 
�����ச�ய�� த�ன�ப��ைக 

 
மனிதா!

��� த�ன�ப��ைக ெகா�!
� வ�ைத�ப� எ�லா� வ���ச� ஆக
இ��� உன�� ெவளி�ச� ஆக 
வ�ழி�� ஈர� வ�ைரவ�� காய 

ேதா�வ�ய�� ரண� ரகச�யமா� ஆற 
�யர�ைத வளராம� த��க 
ச�கர�த�� ��க�ர� நட�க 
க�ழ�க�ைன எ��ப 

ெவ�ற�ைய உ� ப�க� அைழ�க 
த�ன�ப��ைக ெகா�!

 
தைல� கவ����
 ப�ற�த மனிதேன 

த�ன�ப��ைக ெகா�! 
அக�ல� உ�ைன 

அ�ணா�� பா��க���
பா��ேபா� வ�ழிக� 
தானா� ஈ��க��� 
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உ�னா� ���� ! 
ேதா�வ�ய�� பார�ைத 
�ைற�த�ட ���� 

ெவ�ற�ய�� �ர�ைத 
அளவ�ட ���� 

 
உ�த� த�றைமகைள யா�� 

த�ைரக� ேபா�� மைற�க ��யா� 
ச�ைற��� த�ளி அைட�க ��யா� 

 
த�ன�ப��ைக ெகா�� 

வா��� பா�!
மனத�� அைமத� ந�ல�� 
மைனய�� அைமத� ந�ல�� 

வ�ைமக� மனத�� �� வ�� 
வா���க� வாச� ேத�வ�� 

ம��ய�டாத �ண� உ�னி� ப�ற��� 
த�ைசக� நா��� கத�க� த�ற��� 

உலக� உன�� ெபரிதா�� 
ெவ�ற� எளித�� உ� வசமா�� 

 
த�ன�ப��ைக உ��� 

உதய� ஆக��� 
உ�ைன � �ரி�� ெகா�வா� 
உ�த� வா�வ�� � ெவ�வா�! 
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மனிதேன!
மற��� 

வ�ய�ைவ�� 
வ���ைற� ெகா��காேத  

உன� �ய�ச��� 
���ைர எ�தாேத!

 
த�ன�ப��ைக 
நைட பழ� 

உ�த� வா��ைக 
உன�ேக அழ�!
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ச��தைன� ச�தற�க�
(ப��தத�� ப���த�)

 
அ�ள அ�ள� �ைறயாத� இய�ைகய�� ெகாைட!

 
 ெசா�ல�ெசா�ல இனி�ப� ந�ைன�களி� அைல!

 
 ம�ைண� ேதா�ட� ேதா�ட� க�ைட��� ைவர� !

 
மனைத� ேதா�ட� ேதா�ட �க����ேம ேநச�!

 
 ��ளி���ளி� த�ரிவ� இளைமய�ன இய��!

 
 ெம�ல ெம�ல� ப�வ� அ�ப�� ப��!

 
 ந�ல ந�ல உ�ளேம மனிதரி� ��த�ைர!

 
 ேவ�டாேம ெவ��ெப�ற ேபா� �க�த�ைர!

 
அ�ேப உலக�� ெசா��கமா� !

 
அ�ைனேய அத� வ�வமா� !

 
த�ைனேய த�த��ட காமேத�வா�!

 
 உ�ைனேய உய��த�ய ஏணி�ப�யா�!

 
 �த�� தா� த�ைதைய � வண��!

 
 ப�ற� உலக� உ�ைன வண���!
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ச��த��க ஒ� ச��கைத-
த�ம�த�� அள�ேகா� எ�..?

(ப��தத�� ப���த�)

த�ம �ண� பைட�த மாம�ன� ேபாஜ�.

மகளி� த��மண�த��காக ம�னரிட� பண� ெபற எ�ணிய ஒ� வ�வசாய�
ம�னைர� காண� தைலநக� �ற�ப�டா�.

வழிய�� பச��தா� உத�� எ�� ச�ல ெரா��கைள� ெபா�டல� க���
ெகா�டா�.

வழி ெந�க...

த��மண�த��� ேவ��ய அள� பண� தர ம�ன� ச�மத��க ேவ���
எ�� கட�ைள ேவ��� ெகா�ேட வ�தா�.

பச� எ��கேவ,

ஒ� �ள�கைரய�� அம���., எ��� வ�த ெரா��ைய� சா�ப�டலா� எ��
ைகய�� எ��தா�.

மனத���� இ�த உணைவ� ெகா��த கட���� வ�வசாய� ந�ற�
ெசா�னா�.

அ�ேபா� நா� ஒ�� அவ� எத�ரி� எ���� ேதா�மாக வ�� ந��ற�.

இர�க�ப�ட வ�வசாய� ஒ� ெரா��ைய அதனிட� �ச�னா�.

ஒேர வ���காக உ�ேள த�ளிய நா�., ���� ஆவ�ட�பா��த�.

இர�க�ப�ட வ�வசாய� அ�தைன ெரா��ைய�� ெகா��� வ��டா�.

ஒ� நா� சா�ப�டாவ��டா� உய�ரா ேபா�வ���... எ�� ந�ைன��.

அரச� அவ� த�த��� தான� ெகா��தா�., ப�ரைஜயான நா��., ந�மா�
���தைத ெச�வ�தாேன �ைற., என தன�� தாேன சமாதான� ெசா���
ெகா�டா�.

பச�ைய� ெபா���� ெகா�� தைலநகைர அைட�தா�.

அ�க���த த�மச�த�ர�த�� சா�ப��டா�.

ப�ற� ம�னைன� ச�த��� தா� வ�த வ�ஷய�ைத� ெசா�னா�.

ம�ன� ேபாஜ� வ�வசாய�ய�ட�., "எ�னிட� த�ம� ேக�� வ�����கேள.,
��க� ஏதாவ� த�ம� ெச�த���தா� ெசா���க�.
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அைத ந����� தரா� எ�னிட� இ��க�ற�.

அ� எ�த அள� எைட கா��க�றேதா., அ�த அள����  த�க� வா�க��
ெகா���க�" எ�றா� ம�ன�.

"த�ம� ெச��� அள� பண� எ�னிட� இ��தா�., பண� ேவ�� உ�களிட�
ஏ� நா� வர� ேபாக�ேற�..?

வழிய�� பச��த���த நா��� உணவளி�ேத�.

அத�� ஈடாக�தா� உ�க� ச�த�ர�த�� நா� சா�ப��� வ��ேட�.

எனேவ நா� ஏ�� ெபரிதாக�  த�ம� ெச�தத��ைல." எ�� அட�கமாக�
ெசா�னா� வ�வசாய�.

" உ�க� பச�ைய� ெபா���� ெகா�� நா��� உணவ��ட�� ��ணியேம ."
எ�� ேபாஜ� தராைச� ைகய�� எ��தா�.

ஒ� த��� வ�வசாய� ெச�த த�ம�ைத��., ம�த��� த�க�ைத�� ைவ��
ந���தா� ம�ன�.

கஜானாவ�� இ��த த�க� ���� ைவ��� �ட�  தரா��த��
சமமாகவ��ைல.

வ�ய�த ம�ன�, "உ�கைள� பா��தா� சாதாரணமானவராக� ெதரியவ��ைல.

எ�ைன� ேசாத��க வ�த����� தா�க� யா�..?" எ�றா�.
"ம�னா!  நா� ஒ� வ�வசாய�. எ�ைன� ப�ற��  ெசா��மள� ேவ�
ஏ�மி�ைல." எ�றா� பணி�ட�.

அ�ேபா� த�ம ேதவைத அ�� ேதா�ற�னா�.

"ேபாஜேன..! தராச�� ந����� பா��ப� அ�ல த�ம�. ெகா��தவரி� மனேம
அதன� அள�ேகா�. இவ� மன� மிக� ெபரிய�. எ��  பத�� ெசா�னா�.
பக���காக�  த�ம� ெச�யாம�., ஆ�மா��தமாக., ேவ��ய உய����
த�னிட� இ��பைதெய�லா�., அ��� உணைவ�  ெகா��� வ��டா�.

அதனா� � எ�வள� ெபா� ைவ�தா��., தரா� ��  அ�ப�ேயதா� இ����.

ஆகேவ அவ� எ�ன ேக�� வ���ளாேரா., அைத� ேக���  ெகா��தா�
ேபா�மான�." எ�றா�.

இைத ஏ�ற ம�ன� வ�வசாய��� ேவ��ய அள� த�க� ெகா��� வழி
அ��ப�னா�.

வ�வசாய� மகளி� த��மண�ைத� ச�ற�பாக நட�த�னா�.

ஆ�மா��த மன�ட� உ� த�ம�ைத/கடைமைய� ெச�.
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பல�தானாக வ��.

அ�ேவ உலக�� மிக� ச�ற�த த�மமா�� 

ச��தைன� �ளிக�- 
அற�ேவா� ! ெதளிேவா�!

ேசா� வ�� வழி:

01. வய� கா�ைட� ��ெச�த�
02. ஏ� ப���த�
03. உழ� ஓ��த�
04. பர�ப��த�
05. வ�ைத ெந� ேசகரி�த� 
06. வ�ைத ேந��த� ெச�த�
07. வ�ைதகைள �ரி� ஊற  ைவ�த�
08. நா�ற�கா�� வ�ைத�த�
09. நா�றாக வள�த�
10. நா�� எ��த�
11. ���� க��த�
12. வய� ந�ல�த�� ���� ��த�
13. நட� ந�த�
14. கைளெய��த�
15. உரமி�த�
16. எ�ய�ட� த��த�
17. ��ச�ய�டமி��� பா�கா�த�
18. �� த���பா� இ�ற� வள�த�
19. கத�� ���த�
20. கத�� அ��த�
21. க�� க��த�
22. க�� �ம�� வ�த�
23. கள��ேம��� ேச��த�
24. கத�� அ��த�
25. பய�� ��ற�
26. பத�ப�ரி�த�
27. ��ைட க��த�
28. ெந� ஊறைவ�த�
29. ெந� அவ��த�
30. கள�த�� காயைவ�த�
31. மைழய����� பா�கா�த�
32. ெந� ���த�
33. ெநா�ய��ற� அரிச�யாத�
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34. அரிச�யா��த�
35. ��ைடய�� ப���த�
36. வ��பைன ெச�த�
37. எைட ேபா�� வா��த�
38. அரிச� ஊறைவ�த�
39. அரிச� க��த�
40. க� ���த�
41. அரிச�ைய உைலய�ட�
42. ேசா� வ��த�
43. ேசா� �� தணிய ைவ�த�
44. ேசா� இைலய�� இட�

இ�தைன தைடகைள� தா�� வ�த ேசா�ைற நா� ��வ�� 
உ�ணாம� �ணா��வ� உலகமகா பாவ�.

உ��� �� உண�ேவா�, அ�த உண� ந� இைல�� வ�த 
பாைதைய��, அத�ப����ள உழவனி� உைழ�ைப��.!

வா�க வ�வசாய�!! ெவ�க வ�வசாய�!!
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JUSTJUSTJUST   
JOKES !!JOKES !!JOKES !!

   Go to the corner—it’sGo to the corner—it’sGo to the corner—it’s   
always 90 degreesalways 90 degreesalways 90 degrees
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``We are at our best, and we are the happiest when we
are fully engaged in the work we enjoy on the journey
towards the goal we have set for ourselves .”

I  wanted to become a teacher from my childhood due to
the inspiration of my class teacher, Mrs.Pushpa, in
classes  IX and X.  She was my role model whom I 
 looked up to and wished to emulate. Fortunately, my
parents too supported my passion  for teaching 
 wholeheartedly then.

My baby steps  started  in the year 1979 with the
mammoth task of teaching English for classes 11 and 12
in N. B High School, Hyderabad. I felt apprehensive,
wondering,`Will I impart my best? Will I be accepted?'
Such  thoughts were rambling in my mind. As a fresher,
what did  I  have  to offer except my degrees and a
burning desire in my heart to teach like Mrs. Pushpa?
My hopes soared high as the then Principal, Mrs. Rajan, 
 smiled benevolently  and patted me on the back at my
teaching demonstration. I was welcomed with warmth
and zeal into the realm of the dynamic process, making
me stand Tall and not Fall !

MY ODYSSEY OF BEING A TEACHER
Mrs.Latha Balasubramanian 

(English Department )
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This impetus impelled me to take a deep plunge into
the world of English, fortifying whatever I had learned!
N. B High School, Hyderabad, was my launchpad and
the beginning of my Odyssey in my teaching career. I
had to join several other schools due to my husband`s
transfer. Fortunately, opportunities in teaching fell like
ripe fruits on my lap and I had gained a lot in the
domain of teaching with immense exposure and
acquired the best practices from every school. 

Walking down memory lane, I can still recall how I
honed my teaching techniques by sheer experience and
involvement. 

When the inevitable time for retirement in Vidya
Mandir @ Estancia drew nigh,  I accepted it gracefully
but never wanted to give up teaching.  The manifold
bonds that held me fast to VME – this wonderful
institution with committed  teachers – would not let go
of me! At this juncture, I pray to the Almighty to  give
me the energy and Health …..So here I am ….. continuing
my Odyssey of this noble profession which blesses me
with bliss, 
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DID THE CHARACTER WIN A 
NOBLE PRIZE ?

-YES
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REEL vs REAL 
- Mrs.Jemima Hobday
(English Department)

 
We are lost in the world of technology. We have moved away
from outdoor activities to becoming couch potatoes. The so –
called perfect life is that which we all wish to have as shown in
the movies or the lives led by the actors. Little do we know
that the life they show on screen is not their real life but that
which is illustrated. The younger generation has a tenacious
time being able to comply with the terms of real life.
In real life, one doesn’t get power ups as a part of an
assignment. It is illegal to carry weapons in public, even if you
hold a licence. One cannot ram against a vehicle just because
of the raging desire to drive it. College life is fun, but not as
starry as the movies portray them. You cannot always sit
beneath a tree, chat with your friends and yet become a
successful entrepreneur. 
One needs to understand the difference between reel and real
life. The younger generation is unable to cope with failure. ‘NO’
has become a discordant word. Violence has become an
integral part of one’s life starting from knocking your friend
down just because he boarded the van without you, to physical
assault that sometimes leads to serious disciplinary issues. 
Today, we find pleasure in leading a virtual life rather than
accepting the terms of the realities of life. Fairness creams do
not make us fair in twelve days. I remember my mother once
said that she had been using a fairness cream since she was in
grade XII, which claims to lighten the skin tone within a
fortnight. The results were amazing. She still glowed in her
original tone.
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It is the expectation of the community that has moulded
us this way. It is each one’s social responsibility to set
standards for the society. A small move makes wonders.
Online rummy forums educate their customers on using
the forum only as a mode of entertainment and not to get
addicted. I would like to highlight actress Sonam Kapoor’s
article on beauty. She says, “Please note that nobody
wakes up like how you see actors in movies. Before each
public appearance, I spend 90 minutes in a make-up chair.
Three to six people work on my hair and make-up. My
eyebrows are tweezed and threaded every week. I am up
at 6 AM every day and at the gym by 7 AM. I work out
for about 90 minutes. It’s somebody’s full time job to
decide on what I cannot eat. There are more ingredients
in my face pack than in my food. There is a dedicated
team that works on finding me flattering outfits. It takes
an army, a lot of money and an incredible amount of time
to make a female celebrity look the way she does when
she comes on the screen.”
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Parents play a pivotal role in shaping the lives of their
children. Every moment spent with the child helps
him/her find a trustworthy aid at home. Screen time is
to be limited. The time spent with the child is inversely
proportional to the time spent by the child in front of
the screen.  After every movie watched, there ought to
be an open discussion on what were the various things
that James Bond did that are not possible in real life
and the consequences if done.  

Appreciating what we are blessed with is the need of
the hour. Life is beautiful by itself. It has got a plethora
of things to offer and it is in our hands to cherish every
moment. The glamour will die. The glitters will fade.
The stardom will evade. Never get carried away, but
learn to accept life as it is. However harsh life is on you,
embrace it gracefully and wait for your turn.

Children should be educated to
enjoy the movie only as a part of
entertainment and not get
emotionally affected. Acceptance
is a key factor. 
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" सह वीय� करवावहै "

 
��ा-भ��-उ�म - साहस -श�� - परा�म - धैय� -

साम�य� - सकल - �मता - �वक�सत - सां�कृतीक- गु�-
�श�याणाम् �ढ -सदाचार - �वन� - �नेह- �व�भ� - �ान - -

��डा- कला - ��याकला - इ�या�द�भ: शोमान-
�व�ाम��दर -चरण - कमले अ�माकं सेवा �नर�तरा भवतु

 
अ�माकं सं�कृते �येय -वा�यम् " सह वीय� करवावहै "
अ�माकम् ब�ु�व�य �ंुखलाम् सदा �ढम् करो�त इ�त

स�यम् ।
सं�कृत�य ता�श : �भाव :

" जयतु सं�कृतम् जयतु भारतम् "
 

-Mr.Raman K
(Sanskrit Department)
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IS THE CHARACTER A GERMAN ? 
 

-YES 
 



JUSTJUSTJUST   
JOKES !!JOKES !!JOKES !!

Because seven eight nine!Because seven eight nine!Because seven eight nine!
(seven ATE nine)(seven ATE nine)(seven ATE nine)
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THE BARREN BEAUTY
- Dr. J. Meenakshi (VPHS,BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT)

It was the summer of 2016. To escape the Chennai heat and
sweat, we planned a trip to Ladakh. Ladakh is not any normal hill
station. A lot of thinking and planning had to be done. Its
geographic location, weather, security issues and permits — so
much was there to consider. For any trip, we would usually do all
the bookings, i.e. hotels, travel plans, vehicles, etc. However,
considering the constraints involved in travel to Ladakh, we
decided to take a customized package from Thomas Cook, Travel
Agency. Once we got into the process of booking, we realised how
many permits and documents had to be prepared. Before I get
into the actual travelogue, let me show the location of Ladakh on
the map of India.
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As it can be seen very clearly on the map, Ladakh shares borders with
Pakistan as well as China. Therefore, permits are required. Most of
Ladakh is heavily patrolled by the Indian Army and the Border
Security Force. After getting to know all the security concerns and
climatic constraints involved, we prepared for the trip. We chose to
travel in mid-May, as the temperature during the daytime is around
24°C to 30°C and night temperatures are around 3°C to 10°C. Apart
from the temperature, we had to consider the low atmospheric
pressure due to the high altitude. Having done all the research, we
booked with Thomas Cook. I now invite all of you for the exciting trip
to Ladakh with me and my family.

Only one flight lands and the same returns from Leh Airport every
day. We Boarded the flight. As we approached Ladakh, the excitement
increased. There were mountains on all sides. There was no runway in
sight. The mountains were getting more and more intimidating as the
Captain of the flight announced that we would be landing in a few
minutes. Suddenly, out of the blue, the runway appeared, and we
landed. Unlike the usual flight landing, there was no slow descent,
taxing on the runway, etc.
It was just a straight drop from sky to the runway. On deplaning, we
realised that the runway was just a small path between the mountains
and a monastery. Flights could land and take off only during morning
hours. The Airport is maintained by the India Air Force. How skilled
that pilot must have been to land on this kind of runway! My heart
almost skipped a beat when I realised the consequences of a very
minor miscalculation. 

To travel to Ladakh, we had to first reach Delhi. We
took an evening flight to Delhi and stayed there
overnight. The flight to Leh was early in the
morning. It was so exciting!! The Leh Airport,
“Kushok Bakula Rimpochee Airport”, is the highest
(3256 M above sea level) airport in India and 23rd in
the world.
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At the airport, our Driver cum Guide, Monu, met us. It was
about 10:00 AM in the morning. Rays of sunlight filtering
through clouds and reflected by the snow-clad mountains were
like magic. It was as if God was playing with a torchlight. We
were taken to our Hotel, “Leh Palace Hotel''. Monu told us that
he would not take us anywhere on the first day as we had to
get acclimatized. We had to get adjusted to the temperature
and the pressure prevalent there. Our Hotel staff also advised
us to just eat and sleep. They also told us to go for a short walk
in the evening. We were advised not to do any rapid actions or
any activity like running or walking. So, taking their advice, we
just relaxed. In the evening, the locals had organized a Ladakhi
Dance performance for all guests at the Hotel. 

Monu told us that Ladakh was mostly inhabited by tribals.
These people were very shy and generally restricted
themselves to their respective villages or settlements. As
Ladakh was bordered by Pakistan on one side and China on
the other, camps of soldiers were inevitable. When we drive
around in Chennai, we commonly see only cars, buses, lorries
carrying goods, etc., but in Leh town, except a few tourist taxis,
we saw only army trucks, jeeps and tanks. The discipline of
these vehicles was amazing.

Next morning, Monu said we should not
go for very long drives, so he would
show us the town of Leh. The town was
filled with camps of soldiers. It was as
if the town had only soldiers.
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The first place we visited was Gurudawar Pathar Sahib. As the local
story goes, when the Border Roads Organisation was constructing the
Leh-Nimmu Road, they encountered a boulder. When the engineer tried
to blast it, his machine would stop working mysteriously. The machine
would start working the moment he would go away from the boulder.
When the engineer reported this matter to his superior, and on the
investigation of the boulder, an impression of an average-sized human
being was found. The local people informed that Guru Nanak had once
protected the people of Ladakh from a demon. It was the impression of
his back that was found on the boulder. This information was then
verified by the Sikh community. When the local tale was confirmed, an
alternate route for Leh-Nimmu road was identified and constructed. A
Gurdwara was built near the boulder. The Gurdwara was such a
peaceful place. We sat there for a while and started for our next
destination. 

Our next destination was the Zanskar Valley. This was such an amazing
place. Indus River and Zaskar River meet at this valley. Both rivers are
of different colours. It almost looks like the Sangam of the Indian ocean
and Arabian sea at Kanyakumari. It is as if nature is telling us that
Kashmir or Kanyakumari, India is so similar, yet diverse! 

From Zanskar valley, we went to a very interesting place called the
Magnetic Mountains. This is a magical place. There is some kind of
powerful force operating here that defies GRAVITY. Monu
demonstrated this. He told us to get out of the car. He left the engine on
and he also came out of the car. The car was on a slope. Instead of
going down the slope, the car moved up the slope on its own!!. Then he
also showed us the magic of that place by pouring some water on the
ground. Like the car, water also flowed uphill. Amazing, isn’t it?.
Scientific explanation says that the mountains are heavily loaded with
Iron ores. But research for confirmation has been stalled due to security
reasons. Whatever be the reason, nature has endless wonders. On our
way back to the Hotel, we visited the Spituk Monastery, which is
believed to guard the Leh Airport. We closed the day with the pleasant
fragrances of the monastery. 226/TEACHERS' CORNER
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Early next morning, we started for an overnight trip to Nubra valley,
which is very near the Line of Control on the Pakistani side of
Jammu and Kashmir. It is also very close to Kargil. So, just before we
started, Monu verified all our identifications and other required
documents. The route to Nubra valley. This route was used by the
Ancient Silk Route which connected West Asia to China. In today’s
world, this route is the HIGHEST MOTORABLE ROAD IN THE
WORLD.  This road is the “KHARDUNG LA PASS '', which is a
strategic route for the armed forces to send supplies to Siachen
Glacier. The road was built by the Border Roads Organisation at a
height of 18380 ft. above sea level. This highest motorable road in the
world now stands as the jewel in the crown (Himalaya). In the civilian
world, under normal conditions of weather and security, municipal
corporations are not able to maintain roads consistently. 

The quality of roads at this height was amazing. Practically, there
were no potholes or bumps. The ride was very smooth. We reached
Nubra Valley around 3:00 PM. The ride to Nubra valley was very
interesting. We saw only snow till Khardung La Pass. As we crossed
the pass and came down the mountain, we saw the landscape change
gradually from snow-clad mountains to scrub forest to desert. We
were always taught that Cold Deserts existed only in Mongolia. This
trip showed us that cold deserts with amazing sand dunes exist in
India also. Nubra Valley is a cold desert with interesting grey-
coloured sand dunes. Like any hot desert, camels are found in Nubra
Valley. However, these are the double humped Bactrian camels
(Camelus bactrianus).
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These camels are a good source of wool and milk for the local
tribals, and during the tourist season, they are used for dune
bashing. We were to spend the night at Nubra Valley. Though
windy, it was great fun playing in the sand. The cameleer allowed us
to play with the camels also. That was a thoroughly enjoyable
evening. Our night stay was in a luxury tent cottage. We were given
extra quilts. At that time, we did not realise the significance of the
extra blanket. As the night grew, it became progressively colder. We
wore two sweaters; a jacket and we had huddled together in the
quilt and yet we were all shivering. All night, along with cold, strong
wind was also blowing. The whole scenario was like a ghost movie.
We remained huddled together till it was time to leave for the next
destination. 

Early next morning, after a light breakfast, we left Nubra Valley.
Monu said our destination would be Pangong Lake, which is on the
INDO-CHINA border. We took another route that ran parallel to the
Shyock river. It was a really long drive. But throughout the drive we
saw a variety of landscapes, interesting colours of mountains and an
interesting pattern of vegetation that made the drive worthwhile. 

We reached Pangong lake around 4:00 PM. Even at this time of the
evening, it was quite bright and sunny. As long as we were inside
the car, we thought we were going to have a nice warm evening. We
saw a few Yaks standing near the lake and basking. Monu said that
the temperature was below 0°C. Looking at the Yaks and the bright
sunlight, we did not believe him. We thought he was just teasing us.
But then, when we stepped out of the car, a cold wind hit us so
strongly that we got back into the car as quickly as possible. After
that, we did not develop the courage to get out of the car. 
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The cold was crazy. Even over here, we were put up in luxury
tents. The organizers set up a bonfire during dinner. This made
it comfortable for us to eat peacefully. After dinner, all were
discussing the cold and the lake. From the discussion, we
understood that this was a lake on the banks of which the last
scene of the movie “3 Idiots” was shot. I was imagining myself
riding on a scooter with no warm clothing, like Kareena
Kapoor, I almost fainted at this imagination. Pangong lake is
the highest saltwater lake in the world. 

 
So, during this time, patrolling is required. Our soldiers take
posts during winters for this purpose. We got to understand
different dimensions of international politics, adventure sports
and tourism in this area. We all dispersed as the bonfire started
dying. On returning to our tent, we huddled inside a quilt. As
we had to go on a long drive back to Leh, we all got up early.    

There are hardly any living
organisms in the lake. About 1/3rd
of the lake is in India and the
remaining is in China. During
summer , the lake water forms a
natural barrier between India and
China. During winter, the lake
water freezes.
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As Monu was preparing the car, we explored the settlement a
bit. There was a newborn Yak and its mother grazing. The
owner of the Yak was tilling his land. It was about 6:00 AM and
the farmer had almost completed his work for the day. A bit of
chatting with the well-to-do farmer gave us a sneak peek into
the lives of people living in such harsh conditions. Farmers
could grow crops only for about four months in a year. Their
farmland remains covered by snow for the rest of the year.
April to July or sometimes August is the most productive
period. Well-to-do farmers send their children to nearby cities
like Manali, Shimla, or even Jammu for jobs to earn some extra
money. It was time to leave Pangong Lake. The early morning
sun was warm and comfortable. We were able to walk around
and chat without shivering. Two days of night stay in tents
made us yearn for a comfortable room with a nice heater. 

He obliged us by showing us that school on the way. We
reached our hotel in Leh by early evening. It was such a nice
feeling to have a solid wall around us without any wind. That
night, we all thanked the soldiers who guard us day and night
on such difficult terrains. The engineers of the border roads
organisation, who built such wonderful roads that could send
supplies to our soldiers, must be honoured by every citizen of
our country. Every Indian citizen must visit Ladakh at least
once in their lifetime. With these thoughts, we boarded our
return flight.

If Pangong lake was the place where the last
scene of 3 Idiots was shot, we asked Monu if
the school which the hero of the movie had
established was situated nearby?
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JUSTJUSTJUST   
JOKES !!JOKES !!JOKES !!

We have so much in common. Unfortunately, 
we will never meet
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- Mrs.Jayashree
Raghuraman

(English
Department)
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POETRYPOETRYPOETRY -MRS.JAYASHREE RAGHURAMAN
(ENGLISH DEPARTMENT)
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Mr.Suresh

(Arts 

Department)
#CLUE 

 
WAS 1905 HIS MARVELLOUS YEAR ?

 
-YES 
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Mrs.Smitha
(Primary
Teacher)
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Mr.Suresh AS
(Arts

Department)
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Mrs.Vaishnavi 
(Biology Department)
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Mrs.Sasikala - Tamil Department



 Because it’s never right
 

JUSTJUSTJUST   
JOKES !!JOKES !!JOKES !!
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My Stepping Stone - VME 
-Nadiyah Thajudeen, ‘XII A’ 

To me, school has not been just a place where we get our first learning
from, make friends, learn from teachers, do homework, get punished for
wrongdoing but much more and more. I would say my life has changed a
lot from the day I joined VME, and things have been more positive for me.
Though my time at VME has been only for four years, my learning has
been limitless, and today, I stand as a more confident individual ready to
face the external environment. Now, it is time to move on with a heavy
heart as I will be missing the pampering, guidance and support of my
lovely teachers. There have been a lot of highs and lows during this
journey. Nevertheless, these four years have been the best of my school life
which I would cherish till the end. VME brings out the best in everyone;
all of us get an opportunity to display our talents. I had the chance to
showcase my oratorical skills in recitation and elocution competitions. I
was given an opportunity to be a part of the Student Council. Being a
part of the Council made me realize that as a team, there was nothing we
couldn’t accomplish. Knowing that we stood on the sturdy shoulders of
our dedicated teachers made it easier for us to carry out our
responsibilities. 

STUDENTS' REFLECTIONS 
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VME shapes you into a better person. It has instilled a lot of values in me
which I will carry all through my life. I am ever indebted to my teachers
who have guided and supported me all through these years. I am glad to
have made some wonderful friends during my time at VME. Though it is
time for me to step out to pursue higher education, I would always like to
be in touch with the school by contributing in whatever way I can and
visit whenever possible. 



Memories are just never-ending 
-Avanthika.A-12B

Honestly, I think a few hundred characters aren't enough to talk
about all the memorable experiences I have had throughout my
school years. I still remember the time I first joined Vidya Mandir
Estancia as the 888th student in 2014. Now, 8 years later (Yep,
it seems 8 is my number      ), writing this has just made me realise
how much I have grown, how much I have learnt and how much I
am going to miss this school when I would finally have to say
goodbye. 

Echoing the 'Gooood Morniiiiing' song along with my friends,
every time a teacher enters the class     . Revising and revising and
revising (It always goes on) till the last possible micro second
before setting foot into the exam halls. Inventing elaborate excuses
when the homework was forgotten.

/
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The short horror story : A Parents
Teachers Meeting  . Peeping out
through the class doors after an exam
to see whether the teacher had corrected
our papers or not. The joy of looking at
my new books and notebooks and
covering them up with brown sheet 



/
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(And also reading all the new stories in my english book within the
day     ) . Hoping each year that fate would put me in the same
batch as my friends. Launching into a fit of laughter for every single
silly joke. (It even has a name invented by my friend you know-
'crylaughosomiasis'     .) Yelling 'Keep quiet!!' at the top of my voice
when I was a class leader - that my friends would ignore and
continue talking anyway. Proudly taking up tasks that my teachers
assign, happy for the belief they have in me. 

Taking hundreds of pictures when we go on excursions every year.
Later on, laughing at the funny pictures that we had taken.
Celebrating friendship day by exchanging bracelets. Looking like we
just played holi, from the chalk dust on our uniforms after
decorating the board for teachers' day.    Distributing flags, pins
and a dairy milk to everyone on Independence Day. Giving speeches
and singing in the assembly on special occasions. Writing, drawing
and painting on charts for project day. And I still remember the time
when I got a 5-star chocolate from my English teacher for giving the
best speech in class      . All these memories and a thousand more will
always stay close to my heart. 

All the fun aside, I also have learnt a lot. All these years in VME
have shaped me into the person I am today, and I couldn't be more
grateful for that. I have participated in so many activities,
workshops and competitions, each of those opportunities provided by
my school, enabling me to pick up something new. 
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I have solved countless problems, faced endless challenges and made
numerous mistakes      .  Even in the past two years, staying mostly
at home, thanks to the pandemic, I never lost my enthusiasm to
learn some new stuff. 

The years have passed by in a jiffy and I have achieved so much.
Among countless achievements, being selected as a house captain to
be a part of the student council stands out. My friends and I had
to conduct most events online and that came with its own set of
challenges. We did persevere though and learnt so many new
values, most importantly, team work. 

Well, I could just go on and on, for my memories in this school are
endless. All that I have got to say now is a very big 'Thank You!' to
the teachers, staff, sub-staff and my friends, for without them, I
wouldn't be where I am now. These are moments I will never ever
forget in my life, making me smile each time I reminisce about
them. Soon, I would find it hard to bid adieu, but I will always be
proud to have been a VMEite!! 

#CLUE 
 

IS THE CHARACTER AN ACTOR?
 

-NO
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S.NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

 

THE TECHICAL TEAM
 

We express our gratitude to all the students who have provided technical 
support throughtout the year TO ENSURE THE SEAMLESS CONDUCTION OF EVENTS

NAME
JAANAV. S
KISHORE ILLAVARASAN
PREETISH.R.K
PREJITH.G
ROSHAN KUMAR.R.T
KAAMYA.D
SAI SANJANA.K
SHUVETHA B
TALIA MANOJ
SAM MG HARISH 
ANBUCHEZHIAN T
KARTHIKEYAN V B
DIVYESH C
GAYATHRI ACHAR
 

CLASS
11 B
11 B
11 B
11 B
11 B
11 B
11 B
11 B
11 B
11 B
12 B
12 B
12 B
11 A
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

 

YOKESHWARAN.KR
SHREENIDHI.S
JEBA MANDRILLA 
ASHISH EMMANUEL
SAHANA KUMAR
NISIYA LIZ CHERIAN
REYA SUSAN PHILIP
RAMAKRISHNAN 
RITHVIK B 
 SARVESH.S.DAVEY
M.U. SRIRAM HARIGESH
SACHIN.K
JAYADEEP.B
ACHYUTHAN RAGHAVAN
SHYNDAVI.S

11 A
11 A
11 A
11 B
11 C
11 C
11 C
12 A
9 C
9 C
9 C
11 B
11 B
11 B
11 B
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30
31
32
33

ASHWATH BALAJI
AKASH.P
RAMAKRISHNAN.V
SHIVESH.G

11 B
11 B
12 A
11 B

 

EDITORIAL SUPPORT: Sahitya,
Shuvetha, Reya
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It will become Milkshake 
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-Abhinav Subramaniam

9B
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THE EDITORIAL TEAM 

Jayadeep.B-11 B
THE EDITOR

Sarvesh.S.
Davey-9C

Smruthi.T.N-
11 C

Tamilvaani-
11 A

Achyuthan 
Raghavan-

11B

Talia
 Manoj-11B

Shyamsundrar.S
11B

Rithvik.B-9C

Nisiya Liz
 Cherian-11 C

Anirudh 
Narendran- 

11 B

Preetish.R.K
11 B

Rithvik.H - 8 C




